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AND CLASS ASSIGNMENTS 
L. J. CORBL Y, PRINCll'AI,,
Greek a!ld Psychology.
MRS. KAOI\II E\"F.RETT, 
History, Literature a11cl Pedagogy. 
:\IISS LILIAN M. HACKKEY, 
Latin and ::-.atural Science. 
MISS l\fARY A. McKENDREE, 
Mathematics and Economics. 
l\IISS CORA L. TRICE, 
Civics, English an<l Lati11. 
MISS MABEL S. BROWN, 
History of Education and 
Teachers' Training Depart111e11t. 
MR. ROY REGER, 
Greek and Latin. 
MR. H. !\I. SIMMS, 
English and Mathematics. 
l\IfSS MAZIE 0. 'WALKER, 
English and I,atin. 
MR. G. A. PROFFITT, 
Bookkeeping and Penmanship. 
!\IR. J. P. Mc\·Ev, 
Instrumental and Vocal Music. 
MISS \'IRGIKIA Bl.RROWS, 
Elocntion and Physical Culture. 
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PhysiC!"I-A1·u::v'." Elrmtul" 
Theory and Practice-/'a.�r? 
Trigonometry-('ro, I:, II 
Hcouon1ics-La11gltli11 
Ethic"--Nylancl 
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THP. S'l'ATF. NOH�IAL SCIIOOL 
ACADEMIC COURSE 
SCHEDULE OF SUBJECTS AND TEXT BOOKS USED 
Algehra-11 iith School-.lfi/11,· 
Arithmetic-l\lental-l/rt>,)J:, 
Bookkeepiug-Bn1n11/ and .',"lrntto11 
Eugtish-Higher t.es�ns-/1'n•d a11d "-."""If.if 
Geogra phy-Physica 1-Dm•i., 
History-General-/Janu.� 
L..'ltin-Firc,1 Year- �miln• mul .\lorJ:,·, or I 





Greek-First Year-lf'/li/,•, or ) 
Germnn-f'irt Year-(1,•.,t to Ii,· �d,.,frc() i 
Latin-Secoud Year-or l 
French-Second Year I 
Rhetoric-D. 'J. Ifill 
Bot.�ny-Field-llond 
Geometry-l'>lane and Solid- \'fr-:1•art 
Greek-Second Year or l 
German-Second Year j 
Latin-Third Year-or t Drawing-Pree Hand and Me:::hnnica1 { 
Third Year 
I,itemture-E11glish and American-/'ai11/t'r1 nnd /fn:1,thor,u J l.,111,,11 
Physics-An·rv'-" Elt1n,111.� 
Orthography and Composition throughout the Course. 




















NOTR -Arithmetic. Physiology and ruited Stntes History may bt: taught whene,·er. iu the opinion 
or the Principal. such may be necessary, pro,·ided no student shall ht: admitted to either the Normal or 
Ac1demic Cour-,e who iCJ deficient in more than two of these c;tudie�. The text hooks used in theie i-tuh 
je.: ti; nre. Arithmetic-.lfi/nr, Physiology-01 1t'rto11. e. S. History-/lonus. 
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Psychology 



















Teacher�' Training \\"ork 
-nrn STATE NOHl\lAL SCIIOOL 
ACADEMIC COlJRSE 





Genera I II istory 
Latin or J."rench-Beginners 
Physicn I Geography 
Algebra 
Greek or German-Beginners 








t,atin or French-Beg-inner:-, 
Second year 
Algebra 
Greek or Germ:111-0eginucrs 








l..ntin or French-RcadinJr 
Geometry 
Creek or German-Rt'3<ling 
l.3tin or French 
Rhetoric 
Greek or Cerma11-Secoud Year Creek or German-Second Year Greek or Germnn-Secontl Year 
l,ntin or Drnwiug Latin or Drawing I,atin or Ornwi11g 
l,iteraturc l.ilerature t.iterntnre 
Physics Physics Hotnny 
Orthography and Composition Thro11gho11t lht: Course. 
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fACU LtTY 
, 
P TO THIS TDIE no statement that would indicate the qualifications of the 
differeut members of the faculty of this institution for their respecti,·e duties 
has appeared in the ca1_alogue, nor would such statement now appear were it 
not for the number of inquiries that ha,·e come to the Principal. directly or 
indirectly, concerning this matter,-inquiries, we grant, that are entirely legitimate. 
It has been the aim of those to whom the work of teaching, and of administering the 
affairs of the school, ha,·e been assigned, to do their duty without boast of where, when, 
and how long they ha,·e attended school and taught, taking it for granted that the 
public would feel assured that the State Board would exercise sufficient discretion in the 
election of instructors; but since inquiries by intelligent, educated men, concerning 
the qualifications of instructors ha,·e been made directly to the head ot the school,­
inquiries that are merely for information with a ,·iew to sending sons and daughters 
to the institution, and since these good people who make tl11•se inquiries ha,·e no con· 
vcnient means of having them answered, the information desired will be found in the 
following brief statements: 
PRINCJ PAL L. J. CoRBLY is a nati,·e of West Virginia. He was educated in the com· 
111011 schools of Tyler county, at the Fairmont State Normal School, and at the West 
Virginia "(;ni,·ersity, where he took his degree. Immediately after his graduation he 
was elected to the superintendency of I he city schools of \\'ater Valley, ]lliss., where 
he remained two years, wl:en he was elected to the superintendency of the Clarksburg, 
\V. Va., schools. After a term of three years at Clarksburg he "·ent abroad to study in 
the universities of Halle and Berlin, Germany, also a short while in Jena Uni,·ersity· 
While at Berlin he was elected to his present position, July, 1896. His experience as 
teacher, predously to entering college. covered a period of eight years in the common 
and graded schools. While abroad his post graduate work was in Economics, History, 
and Philosophy, gi,.-ing also special attention to German and French, particularly to 
the pronunciation of these languages. Frequent ,·isits were made to the dllage, town, 
and city schools !or the purpose of making pedagogical obserrntions. He is arrangi�g
at this time, .May, 1899, to continue his post graduate work in the UniYersity of Berhn, 
Germany, during the summer. Another object of his trip is to spend some time study· 
ing the )lode! School of the celebrated Dr. Rein, professor of Pedagogy in the Cni,·er· 
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of Jena, Saxony; this latter with a view to improving the Teachers' Training w ork 
'ded for in the new course of study. 
Mas. EVERETT is a nali,·e of Tennessee, but moved to Harrison county, \\'est Vir­
ia, at the age of 15. She was educated at the Soule Fe111alc College, l\Iurfreesboro, 
., and at Steubenville Seminary, 0., from which institution she was graduated . 
. E,·erett has done quite an amount of work on her Ph. B. course at Chicago l'ni­
ity, lately. Her experience in teaching has been exceptionally rich, having been 
cipal of the high schools of Clarksburg and of Huntington for sixteen consecutiYe 
, in addition to other valuable experience. She was elected to her present posi-
• first assistant, in June, 1897. She will spend the summer (1899) continuing her 
dies al the University of Chicago-English, French, Astronomy and Sociology.
Miss Il.\CK..'IEY is a native of Morgantown, :\Ionongalia county, \Vest Virginia, and 
educated in the graded schools of her home town, at the Ohio Wesleyan, and at 
Unh·crsity of West Virginia, where she took her degree in 1893. She taught in the 
ools of her nati,·e county, in tile city schools of Cleveland, Ohio, and has held her 
ent position since :\larch. 1895. Miss Hackney has done quite an a111ount of work 
arcl her A. l\L degree at the State University, where she spends her summers 
ying along the lines of her work in the Normal School-Latin ancl Xatural Science. 
l\11ss :\lcKENDREE is a native Virginian, was educated at Bellwood Seminary, Ky., 
the �Iarshall College Normal School from which she was graduated in 1892, and 
r Muclied at the State University. She will continue her studies during the su111111er, 
She has held her present position since 189-1. 
Miss TRICE is a native Virginian, taught a few years in the cowmon schools of 
bell, later, a nu1uber of years in the city schools of I lu11tingto11, and is now spending 
third year in the faculty of the Marshall State Normal School. l\liss Trice was 
ucated in the schools of Kentucky and \Vest Virginia, having spent so111e time as 
dent in the institution in which she is now instructor, and more recently in the 
e l'niversity. She had made arrangements to continue her university studies 
'ng the summer, but will be compelled lo rest, having lost part of her spriug term's 
rk on account of needed rest which ''"as not taken in time. She has held her present 
ition since 18¢. 
Miss BR.OWN is a native of Taylor county, West Virginia, and received her ecluca­
in the schools of her home city, Grafton, in the Central High School of Cleveland, 
0, _where she was graduated, under the special instructions of l\Iiss Po Ila rel, of
llhington, D. C., and al the UniYersity of \Vest Virginia. She, too, will be compelled 
change her "study" plans for the summer and take needed rest. 
�R. Rl':GER is i: native of Ups!Jur county, \Vest Virginia, has bar! several years' 
nence in the public schools of the State, is a graduate of the West Virginia Con-
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--- --- -----
ference Seminary, later of the Uni\"ersity of West Virginia, and has since taught in the 
Fairmont State Kormal School lill his transference to this normal by the State board 
of regents al the close of the fall term, 1898, owing to requirmcnts for at!ditioual teach­
ing force. At this writing '.\Jr. Reger is making arrangements lo accompany Principal 
L. J. Corbly lo Europe to study during the summer.
:\[R. S1�rns is a nati\"e of \\°est \'irginia, was educated in the High 8chool of 
Charleston, spent a year in the State Unh·ersity, and was afterward graduatet! from the 
institution in which he is now instructor-class of 1898. '.\Ir. Simms expects to spend 
the summer (1899) studying and tra,·eling abroad. He was clectccl lo his present 
position in '.\1arch of this year, after ha,·ing taught almost a year in the Hunt­
ington Inclrpendent District. 
l\11ss WALKl;R is a nati\·e of Allegheny, Pa., was e<lucated in the schools of her 
nali\"C city and in those of Charleston, \Vest Virginia, to which city her parents mm·ed 
ten years ago. She is a graduate of the Charleston High School, and has had se,·eral 
years experience as teacher. She will spend the smn111er studying at the Uni,·ersily of 
West \'irginia. 
l\ltc l'ROFFIT'I' is a North Carolinian, was instructor for some years in 13arbours· 
\"ille College, is a teacher of liberal experience, took bis academic work in his native 
::ilalc and his business training in Poughkeepsie, N. Y. Ile is at present the president 
of '.\larshall Business College. It will be noted that our students arc instructed in 
penmanship and bookkeeping :s-oT by mere amateurs, or worse, but hy professional 
instructors. 
'.\IR. :\Ic\'1-:Y, a nati,·e \\·est \·irginian, is instructor in instrumental and \"OCal 
music; he is one of the most gifted vocalists of this section of the Stale, is a performer 
of exceptional skill, and has studied in some of the musical centers of the United 
Stale�. Ile will spend the comiug summer rncation stu<!)·ing in Paris. 
M ,ss lll'RROWS, instructor in elocution and physical culture, is a nati,·e of New 
York, an,\ a graduate of the Emerson School of Oratory, Boston, (four years course). 
She has <lc\"ole<I most of her life to her chosen profession and has spared no pains to
thoroughly prepare herself. 
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LtATING TO Tf{E COURSES OF STUDY 
NORMAL 
.;l-,:1,.JI, 
T a meeting of the principals of the State Normal School and its Fl\'E br,lllches, 
held at Parkersburg, .\pril 10th and 11th, 1899, the courses of study were care­
fully rc\'ised, rearranged, and extended so a-; lo include aclclitional subjects. 
changes wade in the :--ormal Course are substantially as follows: 
I. All the First Year as it stood before was cul out so as lo make what was former­
Second Year. the First Year of the re,·ised course.
2. In aildition to the general change as to the Year of the course in which each
stood, Physical Geography, Geometry, Physics, Ci,·ics, Botany, Chemistry,
gy, Psychology, Pedagogy, Economics, IIiston· of Eclucation and Ethics changed 
relati,·e positions with reference to the subjects with which they were associated 
, the first two standing now relati\'cly lower in the course, the others relati\'ely 
r. 
3- As the schedule now stancls, exclusi,·e of Orthography and Composition, the 
e numher of sul>jects assigned each stucl<'nt throughout the course is (.i• 3 ) 
a and o:-:1i-TIIIRD per ter111 as against (5) F1v1, in the old course, a gain in fa\'Or of 
rand better work. TI1is <101.:s nol i11clurle \'Ocal music, which is recreati,·e i11stead 
rious. 
4- The following subjects ha,·e bee11 arlrletl to the Xormal Course: English 
ry, Grecian History, Roman History, Aslrono111y, Vocal l\Iusic, Trigonometry,
'ng, Constitution of the United Stales and of \\'est Virginia (as regular slndies),
, and General Re,·iew� of the c,:nmnon school subjects as a part of the Teacher'l'
in Primary \York. 
S- Arithmetic, Physiology and U. S. Iii story hn,·e been made a conditional prepara­
course to the Academic Course of Study. Any one desiring to enter school who has 
COlllpleted these preparatory subjects can do so pro,·icled he or she be deficient in 
lllore than Two of them, in which case the candidate for admission is permitted to 
and carry the T\VO subjects in which he or she is deficient in addition to work in 
gular course. For example: :\Ir. Charles '.\lurray desires to enter school and feels 
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that he is not entirely prepared to enter the First Year's work, being behind in Writ­
ten Arithmetic and U.S. History, or some Two of the subjects named in this coxo1. 
TJO)<AL PRJ,PARATORY work; he is prewittcd to enter, if he is "back" in not �JORE than 
TWO of these subjects, classes in these are organized for him, and he takes up the rest 
of his work in the first ye:ir, Normal or Academic, one or more subjects tht:rein. See 
resolution of the State Boarcl of Regents on this subject under printe,1 .\cade111ic Course 
of Study. page 7, note. 
6. The subjects to he re\'iewed by the senior class of this course, nll(lcr Teachers' 
Course in Training \Vork, will include, to some extent, all the common school branches, 
though the wish of the class aud the judgment of the faculty will decide what subjects 
shall recei\'e most attention. This work shall include "isits made to \'arious g-rades in 
the schools of Huntington and adjoining towns of \\"est Virginia, Kentucky and Ohio 
f.>r the purpose of observing methods of discipline and teaching. 
7. The conditions of ailmission to this course are exactly the same as those of ad­
mission to tile Academic Course, with this slight exception: Those entering this 
course are expected to follow it as laid clown, and are supposed to be preparing for 
leaching, though not necessarily so. Keither tuition nor appointment is 110\\ required; 
only the $1.50 Incidental Fee per term for each course. Students not residing in \\'est 
\"irginia of course will pay tuition in addition to Incidental Fee. Those entering the 
Academic Course are supposed to do so either with a Yiew to entering some higher 
institution, or, at least, not with a view lo teaching. 
ACADEMIC 
� HE l':--'l VERSIT-Y OF WEST \"IRGl,'1/IA, recognizing t!1e necessity of har· 
� 
mony witlJ the State Normal Schools in the arrangement of its curriculum 
and the aclvisabilty of discontinuing what is known as the Preparatory Depart­
ment of that institution, has decided to assign this work to the other sc!Jools of the 
State, and !Jas, accordingly, asked that the Academic Course of the State :--'orwal 
Schools be rearranged so as to cover exactly the entrance requirements to the College 
Department of the l1niversity. With this in ,·icw the principals of the :'formal Schools 
have prepared the course as it now stands on pages 7 and 9 of this catalogue. 
Let it be understood by all young people wishing to enter the University that the 
Academic Course of the Nonna! Schools as given in the catalogues of these schools for 
1899 is exactly what is required for entrance to the college department of the S�at� 
l'niversity-Freshman class. The changes made in this course amount to the following. 
1. The transfer of the First Year as it stood heretofore to the position of co:-iDITl�t
.,1., PREPARATORY YEAR from which those >w;shing to enter school and are not �u Y
Prepared for the First Year as it now stands may elect any two subjects named therein -
b' t of re· and ONLY two,-in order that they may not be denied entrance. The sole o :iec d . . I h . 1g men a
n 
tammg the preparatory feature was to accommodate t tose wort y yom 11
women who come lo us from the rural districts and from towns where the coJII
UIO 
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are yet iu a state of imperfect development, hence have not had opportunity to 
all this preparatory work. It is sincerly hoped that it may be dispensed with 
ly date, and it will be, just as soon as conditions permit. 
The arrangement of those studies of this course which appear also in the 
Course, in the different years, has been made with a view to ha,·ing the same 
stand in the same relati\·e position in the courses, thus avoiding the necessity 
Heating classes, which would otherwise occur. 
The subjects added to this course are the following: German, French, Book­
g, Penmanship and Drawing. 
Notes 
ose students of the Normal Department who wish more language than is pro-
for in that devartment are to he accommodated with classes in the Academic 
ent. ·
Normal students are prfrileged to carry whatever studies they may elect, 
to the decision of the faculty), from the Academic Course, and so with 
ic students with reference to the Normal Course. Indeed both courses are 
to all students alike, but the faculty will deem it their duty lo guide the 
t in his or her selections for the sake of systematic work. Students "·ill :s<OT 
itted to choose indiscriminately, but must ba,·e some object in ,·iew in the 
n of studies; to this end the faculty will always o,·ersee this matter, and will 
the right to say "no" when they deem it for the best interests of the student. 
Tuition in this department is no longer required of West Virginia students; 
the Sr.50 Incidental Fee each term. 
OlJR NEW uAW 
.Jl,.Jl,.JI, 
NO TUITION, NO APPOINTMENTS 
.JI, .JI, .JI, 
Y THE terms of "House Bill No. 65" which was passed by the recent Legisla­
ture the law relating to State Kormal Schools was so modified as to bring 
about several very important changes iu farnr of botl1 instructors and students 
schools. Those affecting the students especially are. 
The law requiring the payment of Tl"ITIOx in the Academic Department 
Virginia students has been repealed, thus admitting Academic students on 
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exactly the same financial terms as Normal students-only i,r.50 per term, Incidental 
Fee. This is a 1110\"e in the right direction, and these schools are glad to announce 
lo those desiring to do Academic work that henceforth n·11'J0N F1•:1is will not he 
required. 
2. The changing of the law regarding 1'l"J1"I0N has made that part of it n�
lating to APPOINT;\IBNTS unnecessary, si11ce no tuition is now chargt·d in either 
department for West \"irginia students; hence no need for APPOJNT:'IIENTS. 
This requirement for admission to the Normal Department as a condition of ex­
emption from paymt:11l of tuition ft:es is, therefore, not only not necess,iry. hut ha1 
been discontinued hy the State Roarcl, a1Hl all students residing in "·est \"irginia will
hereafter be admitted to the State Normal School at Huntington. and all it� hranches 
located severally at Fairmont, Shephcnlstown, Gle,n·ille, \\"est Liberty nn<l .\thens, 
FRF.E OF Tl'ITTO:S-, thus DISPENSJNr. with the 11npleasn11t and often wry inco1t\"enient 
necessity of procuring APPOINT111ENTS from county superinten<lcnts. All West 
Virginia students, whether NORMAL or ACAJ>E:IIIC, will please to h1:ar in mind that, 
FREE OJ' n·1T10N, the doors of all State Korrnal Schools arc now open te them. 
Their ONLY SCHOOL FE!': is the IXCJl)ENTAT, FEE of $1.,;o PER Tr-;101. 
RELtATING TO THE WORK 
.JI, .:,. .JI, 
ENROLLlVIENT 
.JI, .JI. .JI. 
It is especially desirable that all who enter at the opening of the fall term, in· 
deed at the opening of any term, should enroll as early as possible, if they would 
realize the hest ach-antages in classification and other assignments. 
If the student can attend during the fall term, let him make it a point NOT te 
rlelay his entrance till the second or third day, or second week or month, if it be po�­
sihle to enter On The First Day and At The First Hour. ll is a mistake to snppo�
e
that no work is done the first week, taking it for granted that this time is con5mued 10 
organization. If he enter the second day he has to lose time from his regular c
la�s
work, lo enroll, provide himself with books, etc., for this work is already over for lbO�
1 I h I . . 1 1 k the seco
n 
w 10 enterec l e first ray, and the school 1s engagerl m regn ar c ass war . ts . . I 1 s ass1gn111en clay. It 1s loss of time to the faculty to look after the enrollment a11C c as Ii t of n student entering the second rlay unless it was impossible for him to enter �he �� 
clay. It is a SERIOUS loss of time to the student also, a l-0ss in grade, and a loss 111 p
o 
of punctuality-NO S,\IALI. lTE3r. 
A SECTION OF THE STUPY HAT.I .. 
TUE PR!�CIPAL'S RECITATro� ROO�l. 
REH:RENCE LIBRARY. 
R1-:c1TATIO:--' Roo:-.1-NATIIRAI, SCIEXCF.. 
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time of enrolling, each pupil shall sign the following obligatinn: 
........................................ , hereby enroll myself as a student of the ................................. ... Stale 
t, and promise that I will. et all times, be obedient and respectful to my teachers and 
of all rules and regulations of the school. Signed.............. .......................... ...... . ............... . 
Incidental Fee for the term is due on the day of enrollment, and no student 
to enroll in any class till this is paid and receipted for, the receipt serving 
ission card to classes. 
fee, as will be noted on another page, is: 
AU. students, $1.50 per term. 
students coming from oilier Stales are required lo pay Tuition at !lie 
$2.oo per montli in a.ddition to lite Incidental Fee. 
Incidental Fee is due if the student enter the FIRST week, or the LAST week 
,is always $1.5c, AND IS NEVER REFUNDED. 
'lion is nrver nfunded except in cases of severe illuess of uol less t/Jau 
lk' s duration. 
ATTENDANCE 
Full Year 
Ollld the student know the ,·alue of the influence of wlnt is known as "college 
let him, AS SOO:)I as possible, an 1 to AS GRHAT EXTENT as possible, exchange 
year" for "full year" attendance. This will not only develop a feeling of pride 
work and in his institution, but will cultivate the invaluable habit of continuity 
gbt and of action in any line of work-almost a srnE QUA NON of success in 
The writer speaks from an experience of four years of the "broken year" 
and five years of the "full year" method, the latter of which was adopted as 
tried, because much to be preferred from every point of view, though be had to 
money to meet expenses; e,·en then it was time and money saved. This is the 
CC of every college boy or girl who has tried both modes of attendance . 
• urge the importance of this method of attending school upon every parent 
hes to send his child, and, with equal emphasis, upon those young men and
to whom has fallen the lot of "paying their own way." Each succeeding year
hool \\-Ork w� note 111:>re clearlv the diff.: rence between the two methods of at­
• in favor of the "fu II year." In the case of the "full year" the student becomes 
oroughly identified with the institution, better acquainted with student�. 
and churches, better used to study, his mind seems reduced to a working, 
condition, and he is thereby enabled to acco111plish more with less outlay of 
• he becomes interested in the different phases of school life, notably the 
IIOcieties, the student socials, and other distiucti,·ely school interests, finds 
systematic reading in U1e library, others learn to know him better aucl 
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lake a greater personal interest in him, and soon he begins to look upon the school as 
one of his homes, the place where the most valued of friendships develop, frit:nclships 
that prove of value to him all through life. To become sufficiently interesttd in other 
people lo cultivate their acquaintance and friendship, we must know them, and this 
usually takes lime. How much it adds to the inlere�t, life and character of a school 
when a number of ,;gorous, slllrlious, worthy young men and women-and "'hen we 
say "young" we m1:an anywhere from 15 to 50 years-are identified with it whole years 
at a time! 
But, says one, lwo, three, many, "we are actually not able lo attend a full year at a 
time, and we do uot believe in borrowing money to do so;" others say thi-y would 
borrow but can't get it. 
To the first class we wish lo say, we do not advise going in debt san• in extreme 
cases, and these extreme cases are, when necessity almost compels i�. ancl wh,·n profits 
are sufficiently large to justify the r:sk; perhaps only in these two cases couhl we so 
advise. All we ask of you is, that yon examine the case carefully and see if. "ben a 
good education is the measure of the profit, and the probable lack of it, if you ,lo not 
act soon, the result of hesitation, both cases nrc not really i11 \'oh-ed in \ht• situation. 
Perhaps we are extreme on this point, (though a farmer's son is not apt to he so), but 
we are frank to say that we ha,·e ne\'er changed our opinions formed when put to 
this test in early life; on ll1e contrary, we are more fully persuaded no\\ than eyer 
before that we d<!cided wisely for our own interests when we decided lo acquire at least 
a fair education at whatever expense that was legitimate. How poorly we succeeded 
is only too well known; but it seems eminently uetter than lo have decided otherwise 
than, TO TRY. Young man, young woman, are you snre love of money and of gain is 
not your obstacle? Do you not dislike to give up your hard earnings. taking •10I only 
the last dollar but e,·en assuming the risk of borro,ving, and exchange them for an edu· 
cation? Investigate lhe cause, think o,•er this matter, and we'll risk the results. 
To the second class named we can but reply, it is the old rule of "a will, a way.'' 
In our remarks to worthy young men and women on another page we ha,·e some· 
thing to say concerning llie expenses of an Education at this school. Will you 
please read these? 
Broken Year 
While we favor the "full-year" plan of school going, we would not be understood 
as discouraging llie "broken-year" if the "full-year" is impossible; it is a tbousat�dfold better than NO attendance. Indeed, many of our strongest men were so educate · 
It is not wilbout its advantages, with all its disadvantages. It is economic, the student 
is apt lo work harder, and less apt to need discipline of any kind. Such are amongt•ur 
very best students in e,·ery way, but this does not argue that they could not be bette;by the other plan. Yes, young man, young woman, the duty first to be consider�' 
i's, "I must educate, or r must assume a serious risk as an American citizen at tin� 
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of the development of our free institutions." Decide upon the plan you may, be 
that you choose one or the other, for ELTHER is infinitely better tlian NEITHER. 
·n, see to it that you lose not a week, not a day, NO'r A RECITATION IF POSSI Bl,E. 
ta and students so often u11deresti111ate the loss that follows upon careless atten­
lt is destructive of interest and that means destructh·e to success. l\Iany a boy
ny a girl has elated his retrogres�ion in more ways than one from missing)usT
CITATION, and that by a parent's permission. There is but one right way to 
achoo!, one way that means success, and that is, A'r•ri-:Nn EVERV DAV, starting 
t day, the first hour of the term, and remaining till the last hour. This ALONE 
ness attendance, and cannot be too earnestly insisted upon by parent or teacher.
attendance is demoralizing to a school, more so to a class, most so to an individual.
CLASS WORK 
e recitation is not made a mere convenience for raising or lowering the term 
acconling as the examination grades are low or high, but JS AN F.SSENTIAI., 
OF THE SCHOOL WORK, second in importance to nothing else. Students 
given recitation grades for "being present" simply, but for actual class work, 
r that only. For every absence '·1.ero" is entered against a student, whatever be 
se of his absence. Class work is either DONF. or NOT DONE, and the faculty 
it is DONE only when the student has been present and has DONF, HIS WORK. 
graded by the month of 20 clays, on the scale of 5 for each perfect recitation. 1f 
absent the first two weeks of the term. and make "perfect" the other two weeks, 
ll'&dt> on recitation for the month's report is but 50 instead of 100. Absence is 
unavoidable, we grant, and "zeros" seem harsh returns for ttnm·oiclable absences, 
e have ne,·er found a student who wishecl to make his standing that did not fincl 
way to make it, and the faculty always considers, in the most favorable light 
le, deserving cases. Class work is a business, not a convcnieuce, with us, the 
ance of which to the student can not well be over estimated. 1\othing is ac­
as a compensation for absrnces from the regular work of the class. A few 
of overloading- with recitations because father, or mother, or self said "gradua­
this year or not at all," have come under our experiences within the Inst few 
and since graduation meant carrying more studies than there were recitation 
8 in which lo recite, or, the studies yet to be complelerl were found scattered 
two or three years of the course, thus involving conflicts in recitation, it was 
. to have some work clone out of class. Sturly by correspondence or out of on MAY do for very mature stuuents, "rlo" in a way, but this institution pre­
ne of it for two reasons: 
It encourages HALF DONR, or VJ-;RY Dll'ERFECTJ,Y DON�: work, and has a len­
to discount the ,·alue of class work ancl the meaning of gracluation.
�t d!sconrages thoroughness and minimizes the yaJue of the instructor and of 
ton 111 eel ucation. 
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More and more shall we insist upon regular class attendance as the ONLY condi­
tion of graduation in ANY subject. Unless we do this, unless Ar,L schools do this to as 
great extent as possible, we may as well close our doQrs and let every man and woman 
educate themselves. 
STUDY HALL 
Students are not permitted to roam about ad libitum o,·er the campus and· on thl' 
streets during school hours. All regular students are required to attend chapel exer­
cises and to spend all time not engaged in recitation between chapel hour and 110011, 
and between their arrival on the grounds afternoon and the time of scho l adjourn­
me11t at evening, in the Study Hall, where a teacher is in charge, who calls the Study 
Hall roll each period, a list of all students due in the ball at that period having been 
carefully made out from the class records of all the teachers. The only exceptions 
made to this rule are: 
1. All students are excused to go to their rooms before noon or afternoon as
soon as their recitations for that half day are o,·er. 
2. After the Study Hall roll has been called all students desiring to do so may 
leave their names with the hall teacher and go to the library to read. The list so ex­
c used to the library is reported to the librarian immediately, who checks it up at once, 
holds till end of period, and then reports it back to the hall teacher together with the 
names of any student or students who may have left the library within that interval. 
By arrangements of this kind we feel that we know where our students are within the 
hours covering their recitation periods and are sure that they are properly engaged 
meantime. 
3. Students of the Ladies Hall are excused to go to their rooms between recita­
tions if the tea cher deem it advisable. 
Lounging on the campus, about the gates or fences, or anywhere in the halls or 
rooms of the building is not permitted within school hours, 8:30 a. 111. to 3 p. m. The 
Study Hall is the place for all not at home or in recitation within these limits, sa,·c 
alone the noon hour. 
EXAMINATIONS 
There is no set time for examinations, as bas been our custom heretofore; most of 
them are held at sometime between the middle and last of tbe term. The very ex­
cellent work done by our more studious young men and women during the term 
draws so severely upon their energies that we have found our .more rugged and mature 
YOUNG MEN, even, so exhausted at the close of the examination week heretofore set 
apart as the last week of each term, that they were unfit to resume their work at tile 
opening of the new term with the vigor so essential to success. It has been decided 
best, therefore, to distribute more or less, the work of examinations throughout the 
term. \Ve usually set apart the last two or three days of the term, however, almost
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atirely to examination work. Since qnite a number of the spring term students 
eater one or more weeks preceding the regular spring term opening in order 
ID get as much work done as possible, it is deemed but simple justice to them to 
permit them to continue their studies uninterruptedly, they not being ready for the 
winter tenn examinations. Accordingly, the winter term examinations are distributed 
dlroughoul the latter part of the term al times: when the various subjects are best 
aaited. By this arrangement all sl.udents entering too late in the winter term for ex• 
maination tests, and yet wish lo enter as early in the year as possible, are permitted 
to 110 more than a term's work without the "break" that would result from "set" ex­
�nation clays. 
All examinations are compulsory FOR ALL STUDENTS, and no one is permitted lo 
mntinue his studies who seeks to a,·oid them. If absent without a VERY good excuse, 
..:h as severe illness, death in family, or other absolutely rnlid reason, examinations are 
mused and the student bas no alternative but to withdraw from school. Students, and 
,-rents of students as well, sometimes, need to be reminded that in a well regulated 
a:bool time must be so economized that each duty assigned must be performed exact­
ly AT THAT TIME 1f at all possible, and slight headaches, sleepiness due to social dissi­
pation the previous night, visits, and such excuses cannot be considered at all. Where 
R\·ere illness or other ,·alid excuse is known, arrangements are made in some way, 
though not without much embarrassment to the teacher, who has daily her full quota 
el classes, lo accommodate the unfortunate student. We are glad to meet all legitimate 
requirements made of the faculty for worthy students, but under no circumstances are 
we willing to encourage irregularity, carelessness, or indifference. Reports of work 
ae in recitation and on examination, are made at the close of each term, the report 
covering the work of the entire term. The recitation and examination are added and 
dh·ided by Two for the "general term average;" this is entered in the large volume 
l:ept by the school for that purpose, to which reference can be made at any time. 
And just here we would Add tlJAt the experience of the last three yP.ars fully justifies 
thii. precaution regarding examination: 
Let ALL STUDENTS who can at all do so see to it well that they pass all their ex­
aninations and do the best possible in them. This for the following reasons: 
I. :No grades are entered on the record for recitation only; grades Are entered 
enly when examinations have been passed and a,·erages made. 
2. The number of young men and women who have written us, applied to us in 
person or through their pArents within recent years for copies of their grades 
that they might get their standing in another school, most frequently some professional 
achoo! where academic training is required as a condition of admission, leads us to insist 
that all work be done thoroughly and fully so we can preserve a record for the student 
to which be may refer when needed, without blushing. As a rule the applicants for re­
port were those whose attendance was irregular, grades low, and, in many cases, none 
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at all, because examinations had been omitted. Lea\'e a record with the school lo
which you can afterward refer with the assurance that it will help yon as a recom111enda­
tion. 
GRADUATION 
Upon those who hm·e completed the full �ormal Course with an averngc standing 
of So per cent. and not below 75 per cent. 011 any one branch, and ha,·e been in actual 
attendance during the entire Third or Fourth Year, the Board of Regents will confer a 
DIPLO�IA OF GRADL'ATJON in the l\'ormal Department. But before any certificate or 
diploma is granted, the Principal of tbe school will be required lo certify that those 
whom be recommends for graduation have fulfilled all the conditions and done all the 
work required for graduation. 
"The entire Third or Fourth Year" shall UJean in this connection ON!': i:111.1. YEAR 
OF THREE TER�IS AT 0:-IE SCHOOi,. 
Upon those who have completer! the full .\cade111ic Course with an m·erage stand­
ing of So pe1 cent. and not below 75 per cent. on any one b1·anch, and ha,·e heen in 
actual attendance at the school from which they exped lo graduate, One Full Year, 
which shall be the Inst or next to the last year of the course, the State Snperintendent 
of Free Schools will confer a DIPl,Ol\lA OF GRADt.ATI0N which will admit its holdrr to 
the freshman class of the State llniversity. One Full Year in this connection shall 
mean ONE FULi, VP.AR 01" THREU TJ.::RMS A'r 0:-IE St:HO0J,. 
The ambition lo graduate is certainly a most laudable and healthful one; it cannot 
be too highly commendencled as an accomplishment worthy the noblest efforts of any 
youth. We say graduate if possible, if not till you are 50 years of age. l'I' DOFS PAY. 
A military officer of distinction aud exoerience with soldiers of all grades and 
classes, and ages, was once sel�cting a comp;ny fro111 a number of enthusiastic appli­
cants who appeared before him. He lined them up and began al one encl of the line 
with these questions: 
1. Are you a graduate of any school?
2. What school?
3. Let me see vour diploma.- . . 
( Those who answered "no" lo lhe first question, when he harl reached the foot 0 
the line, he bade step aside. The remainder responded to the second question, 311d
the lhircl was made a proof question. Note the significance of these questions: 
1. To have graduated is a matter of importance, because it means that the youn.g
man bad the energy, the will, and the ability to complete in some fashion a systematic 
course of mental training. This was the meaning of "graduation" lo a great general.
2. The school, while a matter of importanct>, was not the FIRST consideration. �e
t
if was of sufficiertt importance to require second place in this brief but comprehensiv
e
catechism of a great man. 
-3· The diploma is not lo he regarded of so little importance that it should be cast
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soon as won. It should be cherishe<l and cared for and kept ready for ref­
on all occasions when it is likely to be needed. If not so needed, it should 
handsomest frame tltat ornaments your home. To your early years it is what 
e Madonna was to Raphael, the Descent from the Cross to Reubens, the 
atch to Rembrandt, a masterpiece that has cost you years of hard, patient toil, 
represents Success. l'nlike tl:eir results it is only represcntati,·e of the 
you ba,·e been engaged upon, whose beauty is to be revealed in your later 
But let not the mad rush for graduating honors while you arc still a child 
you ns it is so many c1111,nRF.N, and is warping the better judgment of so 
parents. Graduation at 13 to 17 may mean honors to some people, but the 
are very empty in nearly all cases. Something of thoroughness, and breadth, 
, which comes alone with maturity, has been lost and perhaps lost forever. 
uatcd "child" is the crammed child. If he continue his studies he may over­
the harl effects of this cramming, but so many do not. Especially in the matter 
nation would we insist 011 "making haste slowly." A lady graduate of 18 to 35 
pntleman graduate of 18 to 40 are easy to recommend if they are endowed with 
se and a good personality. Graduate children we cannot and WILL not rec-
d as teachers. Prospective students, do not hesitate to enter school because 
"old." Our schools of America are needing 110 other factor so seriously, both 
1tudent and in the teaching departments. as more maturity, more experience. 
means simply �!ORE AGR. \\'e would much rather our younger students 
take fewer studies than the minimum requirement, than to graduate too young; 
er, as we have already begun, we shall make Jrraduatiou mean more and 
each year. Students will be required more and more to confine their work to a 
year of the course as far as is possible, and to carry ONJ,Y a year's work in any 
. Do not enter school expecting to graduate that year until you have had the 
t of the faculty to enter the graduating class. This ruay save you some unpleas­
ppointments which have come to a number of our young people, and which we 
care to repeat. \'ear after year graduation must mean more and more the 
thorough completion of our courses of study; it must mean systematic, hard 
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NSTRUCTJON in this subject co,·ers a perio<l of one year, fi,·e recitations per week. 
and is intended more as introductory to the next year's work, rhetoric, than as• 
independent subject. Diagraming constitutes an important part ol lhe work, 
but diagraming as a synthetic study of English as well as au analytic study. Con­
structive and not destructive English is made the cenlrzl idea. The diag ·am is used 
not for the purpose of getting rid of a sentence by consigning it to the "scaffolcl,"-ia­
deec1 that is well nigh the meaning applied to it, however innocently, by most students 
and not a few teachers, we fear.-but with a view to grasping the thought as a whole 
and at the same time the relative value of each word in expressing that thought. The 
"objective complement," the "complex attribute complement," the "copulative verb," 
and other forms, which, when poorly understood as element of a sentence performing 
specific functions in showing the delicate distinctions to be made by the same or very 
similar words, in the expression of thoughts, are here so clearly illustrated that, in the 
hands of the skillful teacher, diagraming can be made a very valuable 111e<1nS to 811 
end-the clear illustration of the ,·alue of every word in a sentence in the expression of 
a thought or of thoughts by means of sentences as units of themes. 
Grammar as a science, not diagraming merely as an art, is the work of this year 19 
Englisu; not the mere learning of the grammatical names of words, phrase�, aocl
clauses in their rnrious relations in sentences according as this author calls them one
thing, that author another, and a third author still a third thing, but .FIRST 111uSt be 
learned the function of the word, and then some con,·enient name deri,·ed froPI 
that function. \Ve aim to teach students to obsen-e the value of words in a sentence. 
the nature of the functions they perform, aud then their technical names. \\'ea�
fully aware that tbe reverse of this order is too much the case with many teachers a� 
grammarians. It is desire<! to spend but two terms or little more on the text used 1
0
this year, ancl then a fe,\· weeks, at least, on some oonne.cti,·e study of English betwe
en
this study and rhetoric. 
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Rhetoric 
e full year is given to this subject. Practice, not theory. is the chief aim of the 
ctor. Accordingly, rhetoric is stu<lied not by co111111itting definitions to memor.1· 
but chiefly by making applications of the principles to English. Figures of 
are sought not only in the examples in the text but in poetry and prose in the 
of composition. Not a little of practice work in identifyi11g figures founcl in 
clippings placed in the text where the student knows from the connectio11 that a• figure is to be illustrated becomes comparatively ,·alueless. Our methotl of
most of this work by requiring students to take the co111plete poe111 or prose
on and identify the various figures �ecms to us the more ,·aluable because the
practical. Rhetoric is taught, in brief, as a means to an end and not as an end
itself, the object being preparatory work to the study of Eng-lish in nil forms of 
itiou and expression. 
Literature 
year is gi1•cn to this subject. llere, again, the text book is made hut the suggcs-
nit in the make-up of the book list which the student is required to use. Litera­
ls taught as literature in the broader acceptation of that term, and not simply as 
phy. It seems to us that what the writer has produced and not so much who he 
where antl when he died and was bor11, and where, under what circumstances, an,l 
he wrok his yarious productions, is the chief thing with which the yonth should 
cerned. \Ve do not discount the value of a biographical studv of the author; 
ly, chronologically, ancl psychologically; this is aclnally essential in tbe study of 
'ting�, and certainly so in the interpretation of them. Riograpby is slll<lied as 
illustrat(lry element, the search-light in tlie proper interpretation of a writer's 
hts as expressed in his written productions; but the productions lhemsel\'es, 
ot the author, are the materials with which the class is expected to have lo do. 
lyrics, dramas, etc., are studied as wholes, not from a few clippings. Only in 
Y have we found it possible le arouse the proper enthusiasm an,\ realize desired 
Senior Year English 
e work of this year is chieny alon;:( review lines, h:wing reference especially to 
P�ascs of the subject that are most likely to constitute the body of the work to 
Ut�ed of the graduate after enterinK upon his tlnties as teacher; such are, careful 
atton of the fonns of speech usecl in coo,·ersation, study of the simpler and 
frequently misuser\ words, reviews of those portion� of grammar in which the 
dee�, themseh·es most tleficient, stucly cf the forms of Engli�h used by chilrlren
th�tr force, brevity, accuracy, or inaccuracy, the forms of speech in which chil­
tnk ant\ express their thoughts, therefore a study of "child language" as an 
al part of "child study." To this will he a ldetl. word analysis and c,irefnl train-
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ing in English composition and lest spelling. It is proposed to make lhisclistincti,·el) 
a year of "tcad1ers·• training work in Englisl.!. 
HISTORY 
General History 
Six 1nonths two terms ha,·e been set apart as the lime to devote lo this suhjcl'I. 
Formerly the work has co,·ered one year, but the introduction into the course of 
Grecian, Roman. and English history as separate texts, makes it possible to so con­
clensc the work on general history that it may easily be clone in two terms. 
In teaching this subject, as in almost all others of the normal course, some stress 
must he placed upon method, though this feature has been made an essential part of 
the re).(ular class work. Only by constantly emphasizing the importance of a careful 
study of history can we hope, yet awhile, to have young people fully appreciate the· 
advantages to be deri,·ed from a thorough study of this ,·aluable subject. 
English, Grecian, and Roman History 
Tliese subjects are taken up in the order in which they are named abo,·e-see pagl' 
8,-and one term is gi,·en to each. The same general ideas and requirements 
coming under l.{eDeral history apply to these subjects as well. 
The following are among the books stutlents of General, Grecian, Roman and 
English History are required to consult: 
F.arly Egyptian History for the Young. 
Rawlinson's Histories. 
Arnold's History of Rome. 
Arnold's Histo1y of Greece. 
Grote's History of Greece. 
Freeman's European History. 
Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire. 
Plutarch's Lives. 
Froude's J.,i fe of Caesar. 
Froude's History of England. 
Froude's Ilistoncal F,ssavs. 
Macaulay's Lays of Ancient Rome. 
Shakespeare's Historical Plays. 
Tennyson's Harold. 
Tennyson's 1\Iary. 
Creasy's Fifteen Decisi,·e Battles. 
Guizot's Historv of Civilization. 
Green's History of the English People. 
Freeman's Norman Conquest. 
Guizot's History of France. 
Bryce's Holy Roman E111_pire0 Irving's l\lahomcl and lus Successor. 
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Prescott's Ferdinand and Isabella. 
Irving's Life of Columbus. 
:Macaulay's History of England. 
Voltaire's Peter the Great and Charles XII. 
Carlyle's llistory of the French Re,·olution. 
Carlyle's Frederick the Great. 
Schuyler's Peter the Creat. 
:'.\lcCarthy's History of Our Own Times. 
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U�ITED STA'l'�:s HrST0R\' has been transferretl to the con<litional preparatory 
course-see No·r,-:, hotto111 page 7. It will be reviewecl, howen!r, iu the senior year of 
the nor111al course. The general plan of gi,·ing instruction in this is the same as 
already outlined for the other portions of the history course. 
MATHEMATICS 
The course in )latheuiatics co,·ers TIIRE!c Y�:.\RS anti is especially adapted to the 
needs of the teachers coming under instruction. 
This being distincti,·ely a normal school, the endea,·or i�. at all times, to keep 
prominent the method of instruction. 
It is the aim of the teacher to present the science of nm thematics in its true light­
to show that the designetl ohject of the study is the acquisition of greater mental 
power, the development of the reasoning faculties-that the important considerations 
are not the mere knowledge of principles and proficiency in the skillful manipulation 
of numbers or quanities, but the application of these sound principles anti the recogni­
tion of them in all new combinations. 
The requirement for entrance to this course is a thorough knowle,lge of the 
principles of written arithmetic set forth in any standard high school text. 
The first year's work i nclu<les a term of:\fen tal Arithmetic and two terms of i\ lgel.Jra. 
In M1•:N'l'AJ, ARITH)11-:·r1c the student is s!Jown the relations of uumbers ancl 
trained in methods of a11alysis and accurate logical expression. 
The second year, Algebra is completed and Geometry begun. 
The work in AI,GJ-:llRA embraces as much as is required in a regular academic 
course. The subject is presented by means of text work, recitations and examinations. 
The Gl!◊)IJ.;TR\", Pl.ANE anti s01.rn, is finished the third year and Trigonometry 
taken up. 
ln Geometry, much stresh is laid on the original exercises which are dee111etl of 
the highest importance in the de,·elopment of the ready judgment, the constructive 
and the imaginatfre faculties of the stndent. 
Tn TR1G0NO,mTRV the same requirement of original work holds good. 
Throughout the course frequent examinations are heir!. For those desiring a 
preliminary course in Written .\rithmetic arrangements arc made. See Written 
Arithmetic, page 7. For texts, see pages 6-7. 
Those who cannot enter the first regular year of the course in mathematics may 
,· 
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take work in written arithmetic, sec name of text, and conditions of cntcri11g upon this 
course, under N01'1,: al bottom of pal,{e ;. 
ANOENT LANGUAGES 
Latin 
The normal course requires two years of Latin; the academic, Lhr;,c years the 
s1111c as that of the Preparatory course of Lhe Stale l'ni1·ersity. 
FIRST \'E.\R: Smiley and Slorke's "Firsl Year in Latin" is nse<l during Lhe 
first a111! second terms. During the third term some easy Latin is read au<l Ca1·s:1r is cc111-
me11ced. 
SP.CO�[) \"E.\R: The first and secoud terms arc devoted to the study of Caesur. 
Tbe third Lenn is gi1·en lo the study of Cicero's Orations. 
TIIIRD \'EAK: During the first term the study of Cicero is .:onti 11 uccl. Dur­
ing the second and third terms Books I. lo IV. of Virgil �re read. 
Xormal students desiring to read \"irgil may substitute 011c tenn's work i11 \'irgil 
for the second term of Caesar. 
No particular Lext on Latin grammar is required, though Lhc use of Allen and 
Greenough is more extensi 1·e than that of any other. Construction is mach, a special 
feature from the first, and composition is required of the third year stuclenls. Maps 
are regarded a necessity, and map reproduction on the ho&rcl with the Lalin terms 
of explanation are liberally used to illustrate and impress the meaning of much that 
would otherwise be obscure. Not how much we read hut how we reacl it is taken as 
the standard in grading. The increase in the number studying Latin within the laSt 
Lwo years has been most encouraging. 
The first two years of the Latin of the Academic Course may be substituted with 
Prench, and the third year with Drawing, depending upon the course of higher study
the student wishes to pursue; or, if he does not expect to enter npon the work _
of 00 
a.-\vanced course, then it depends upon the natural talent of the student an� the J
udgf
ment of the principal. The TWO YEARS of Latin in the �onnal Course, unhke those 0 
the Academic, cannot be substituted with anythiug, but are compulsory with e,,ery 
normal student, that is, e1·ery one taking the regular Normal Course. 
Greek 
This stndy is confined exclusi1·ely to the Academic Course, col'ers a period o
f
Two YEARS, and may be substituted with German, upon the same conditions that �ie
Latin of this course may be substituted with French and Drawing. See last secuon 
under Latin. 
·111 the first year of the work in Greek "\Vhite's First Greek Book'' is used for th
e
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terms. Special stress is laid upon accent, the graphic a:.d the tonic being 
to coincide, and much vocal practice is required in the careful accentuation of 
word, thus showing the n,cessi,·e effect in paroxytones and proparoxytones in 
sions and in conjugations. Pains are taken to show that the graphic accent is 
e bugbear to the study of Greek that it is usually regarded. Proclitics and 
arc carefully studied, and exercises in the pronunciation of the words in com­
on include drills on combining the enclitic and the proclitic with their proper 
nates or ''principals." Drills, drills, drills 011 the conjugations, parts of verbs, and 
sions are found necessary; the principal rules for contraction, consn-uctiou, and 
formation are studiell, so that the work may be done systematically. The 
of the ,·owels are studiously observed, preference being- gfren in diphthongs to 
mpound tone instead of lo the simple; the diphthong epsilon-iota is pronounced, 
r, like "i" long in English to distinguish it from alpha-iota; we are persuaded 
e compound tone here is better, though unless macle Yery clear it would easily 
founded with the third Greek vowel; only long practice and some ,·ery good 
"ty has induced this somewhat illogical and incon�istcnl de,·iation from our 
d rule in sounding the diphthongs. The German "umlaut" sound of the 
n is insisted upon, as is the GermaD "ch" in the double consonant "chi." It is 
that the Greek omicron and omega were never intended to represent the same 
but that the same difTereDce should be observed as betweeD the sounds of 
and the third vowel, or between the long and short sound of a Latin vowel,­
rence in quantity and not of quality. 
short, the first two terms are made DRlf,L terms, and vocabularies must be com­
so thoroughly that the studeDt can rise in class and repeat the entire list of 
usigned without any prompting by gi,·ing the correspondiDg English of the 
on the part of the teacher. Greek words 111usT BE r,F.ARNBD, not HALF learned. 
Uaminations on the First Book are the se,·erest of all the course; they are not 
playthings. 
e Anabasis is read the third term. Here the grammar is used somewhat liberal­
e second year's work is made to coincide with the second year at the State Cni­
. That, at present, is chiefly work in the Anabasis continued, though we shall 
at least one term. perhaps two, studying Jonie instead of Attic Greek; this be­
lOtne of the students of Greek may not continue this stndy after leaving ns, and 
be familiar with both forms of Greek literature; besides, it caDnot seriously 
� those who enter the university. 
al emphasis is laid upon the value of this study for all students, whate,·er be 
lllnbition. Unless we are very seriously mistaken two years of careful study in 
Under a competent instructor-and that means some one who has had more 
0 years" of Greek,-wi11 yield better results considered in the broadest sense 
te�m than two years gh·en to any other language, if not to A.NV OTHER SUBJECT.
Ile 111 F.nglish and other languages, in grammar, in science, in developing ac-
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curacy, closeness of obser\'ation, delicate distinctions, and corn:ct powl'I s ol discrimi­
nation certainly are not always appreciated, seldom studied in these li g-hls wt· foar. 
Fewer students who succeed in other subjects, succeed at first in this. than in a11,·other 
we ha,·e taught; this because of the closeness of applicatio11 it rcquireh 011� of ill 
strongest claims to a place in all ad,·anced courses of study. 
MODERN LANGUAGE 
French 
Like Greek this is confined lo the .\cademic course; as a con1pul,on alternate 
with another language l,atiu it co,·ers a perioJ of two yenrs. Drawing- taking it, 
place the third year. 
Careful attention is gi\'en to pronunciation. anrl accuracy and choice11"'" of words 
in translation. The instructor has lra,·elecl in Europe and spent son1e ti 1nc in Pnri• 
with a ,·iew to improving her pronunciation. \\'e feel that work in thi, lnnguage is
quite well done. and we but ,·oice the comments of cap,,hle critics "ho han� ,·isitetl 
the class when thus expressing ourselves. 
The course is meant to CO\'er the same grouncl co,·ered b_,. the corresponding time
at the State l'ni,·ersity. The Beginners' text has not been sekctecl al thb writing. 
Drills on the irregular verbs is one feature of the work that recei\'es due consuleration. 
The subject having just been introduce<! into the c0urse no definite outline of the 
work as lo text has as yet been made. 
German 
As a compulsory alternate with Greek this subject co,·er;, a periocl of two years 
and belongs only to the Acadelllic Course. llere again pronuncia•Jon receh•es its 
liberal share of attention, the result of some practical experience in the necessity of 
this feature of the work if we would speak the language. 
Four years ago when the instructor in this subject went abroad to study. helie,·'.ug
that he could speak German fairly well and understand it Ql' ITE well, he found tra\'ehug
in Germany quite eruharrassing and so went direct, after a few clays trial al tra,·el, to the
university city of his choice and spent the six weeks prececcling the opening of tbe
winter semester in hard work in conversational German under a pri,·ate instructor.
Even with this help he founcl six 111ore weeks experience of three hours per day under 
a pri,·ate instructor, and, on an a,•erage, l\,cnty-nine hours per week listening to th�
lectures in the university necessary before he could say that he really understood al·
Pronunciation had lo be TIIOROl'CH I,Y "overhauled." 
Class work with us begins with the words and we pass al once to the sentence,
taking this as the unit. Conversational German is learned accurately and rapidly. not
ln· words but by sentences; and believing that e(ltirely too little attention is paid �e 
other lh'ing la;guagcs from a con,·ersational standpoint, in our scho015, the drill 18
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tion is begun with the first lesson; sentences are repeated and e,·en acted that 
nt may catch them. Requests are made, lessons assigned ancl discussed, 
ries told, rules gi\·en, remarks made, etc .. all in German, from the first day, 
coll\·ersational part of the work is kept up. The exercises in German are 
idly in the original and the class required to translate witl,out hooks,-this is 
the ear. English is put into German without hooks lo train the memory in 
. The umlauted vowels, especially the "a'' and the ''u", the final •·ch" after 
d after strong vowels arP. drilled upon: the final "g" in similar relations is care­
ticecl; and so with the ''w", the 11 v", the 0s", the 0z.", the 0r-, the um•'. the "n", 
ed "r", the "str", the initial "s" in special combinations, and the umlauted "a". 
German scholars say we mispronounce the "z" oftener than any other letter, but 
, the "m", the "11", the umlanted "o", the "g" final and a few others suffer almost 
; none, however, suffer worse al the hands of foreigners than tlie umlauted "o''. 
ythe "umlauts" the writer made a special trip of se�·eral days to the model 
of the celebrated Dr. Rein of Jena. Feeling- that one should hesitate to send 
uates in Gem1an from even an Acarlemic Course without having some assur­
t the work is done accurately we propose spending the greater part of the 
r studying where the language is all German in order that our work in other 
may constantly be supplemented with first class drill in that language-the 
get in listening to the lectures of scholarly German professors. 
e the French, this co11rse having just been introcluce<l. texts ha,·e nol yet bten 
or the work fully outlined. Thal done heretofore in the school has been 
with prh-ale classes. 
H. While Greek, the third year of I.,3tin, Gerlllan aud French are found only 
Academic Course, lei it not be understood, that they are opea only to Academic 
• They are equally free to Normal studeuls who wish to take advantage of 
rtunity to study them, and it is hoped many will do so. 
NATURAL SCIENCE 
Physical Geography 
. (six months) have been gi,·en to this subject; hereafter it 
gtven only 0::-IE term; U1is for two reasons: first, it is intended to so strengthen 
larship for entrance that hereafter as much can be expected of a student in the 
ear in three months as has been done heretofore in six months; second, arrange­
are being made to very largely increase our facilities for studying the natural
thus making much that has beeu text-book drudgery, laboratory work. The 
in this way is as marker! a feature of adrnntage as is tbe result in fa\"Or
ess of illustration to the student. Adrnntage in favor of time is thus made.
COtubining the subjects of physical geography and geology, referring several
re abstruse phases of discussion to the latter subject which is taken up in the
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Third Year. l\Iore and more are we aiming lo do our work in natural science 
laboratory plan, resen·ing as much as possible for the student. 
Astronomy 
This subject hos just been introduced, though the writer has asker! for it en,r 
since he has been in the normal school work. While it is not to be 111nrle so elaborate 
as to require much mathematical work, still it is expecterl lo do as much of the work 
required in the text as possible, and that means 110 SMAJ,J, amount. One men,her of 
the faculty has taken work in this line and has had consirlerahle experience in teach­
ing it; another will spend part of the summer preparing for the work 1H.,xt year 1S<J9-
l9(Xl. by doing class work under the direction of a professor who has access to the 
famous Yerkes obser\'alory with his classes. 
\Ve are expecting to throw quite an amount of energy and pains into this subject 
from the first, and to provide all the apparatus we are ahle to procun: ,11 thii. ti111e 
Three months are lo be gi\·en to it the wiuter term. 
Zoology 
To this subject thirteen weeks of the spring term are gi,·cn. 
in physical geography heretofore we ha\·e felt that it was unnaturnlly hca\·y to some
students because of a lack of laboratory facilities. Especially ha,·e we founrl this so in 
zoology: It has been decided that the work to be 111ade as interesti11g a1ul as \'aluable 
as it should be, must include more of the laboratory and the practical by way of tests 
in 1111miag and classifying from specimens, just as in botany and geolo){y. A plan hu 
been decider! upon, therefore, to set aside one large recitation room which may be u!>ed 
as the lecture room proper, connect with this both a blind room of good di111ension• 
aud a larger and ,·ery light room lo be de\·oted exclusively to the museum rlepartiuent 
of natural science and a third to the better arrangement aud housing of apparatus. rt 
is proposed to put i,500 into the nucleus of the museum at the opening Qf Nlr next 
school year, funds that are to be raised entirely outside of the ordinary lines whence 
our financial aid comes, and to supplement this with a number of late uncl ,,aJuable 
text books ancl books of general reading on the subjects of natural science lh�t are 
taug-ht here. In brief, it is intender! to make the department of natural science 
seconrl to none other in the course. 
Physics 
Two terms arc gi\'en to this subject, the fall a11cl wi 11 ler terms. The in1pro,·cm_c
n! 
• • . 1 · 1tl chen115t,; to be made m lhe l1 11e of natural science are to ha\·e reference to p 1ys1cs a1 .., . 1 I . the lahoratO,; as well as to physical geography, zoology. geology and botany. A rcat) . ·t·et-. • · 1 new fnc1h 1 plan of work has been mtroduced and used as far as possible, hut wit 1 our � rJII 
this effort can be greath· improved and will be. Students arc required to pe
r �
n" . . . I' t'ce in clraw1 •
 
nearly all experiments and to solve all the problems 111 the text. rac I 
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various pieces of apparatus, on the board, is required as a valuable 
in drawing and in better fixing the idea of the construction of the 
Chemistry 
subject follows vhysics occupying the thirteen weeks of the spring term. It is 
with geology, the student being allowed to choose, pro,·ided enough choose 
bjects to justify the organization of the two classes; otherwise, the subject 
by the majority is taken up. The work in chemistry is done on the same gen­
as that of physics and the same requirements as to the extent of laboratory 
made. Gas and water connections in the lecture room, a large, graduated (as 
) and very convenient pneumatic trough, and a blind room with a fair supply 
tus makes the work rn this subject very interesting and quite valuable. In 
to inorganic chemistry, the more practical phases of organic chemistry are 
up and the student is macle familiar with this branch of the subject also. 
Geology 
above, this work is made optional with chemistry, and 011 conditions 
In West Virginia, one of the states of the l'nion in which this subject can 
very practical and very valuable to her citizens, geology, we believe, 
receive much more Attention in a normal school than it does. It is for this 
particularly that we have decided to give special >1ttention to the building up 
department at once. 
ith the material and conveniences already arranged for we feel that this subject 
afb:r receive its due proportion of attention. Larger cabinets for specimens 
te the work will be provided, and smaller collections, uulabeled, for identifi-
in class, just as in zoology and botany, will be provided also. The collections 
and geology will be selected with the greatest care, and only after consulta­
th the best authority. Just so with the ;olumes of the natural science library 
be selected.
Botany 
, we feel, has heen one of the most successfully taught subjects in our entire 
The 13 weeks of the spring term are devoted to it, and the teacher, instead 
g her class for flowers, makes all excursions with them, much to their benefit 
ways than one. Fifty specimens (not analyzed in class) of wild flowers is the 
number required for the herbarium of each member of the class. These 
carefuJJy selected, carefully pressed showing foliage, flower, and root, and 
and neatly mounted on heavy card board purchased especially for this purpose. 
er nnd neatness of the work in this respect we ha\'e ne,·er seen excelled in 
tution. 
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Physiology 
This subject comes untler the conditional preparatory to the Academic Cour,e, and 
has been very successfully taught heretofore. Xotwithstanding its transference to the 
place it now occupies in the course, even more pains than e,·er taken hcfore will be 
given this very important branch of science. 
The following is the best part of the list already collected for the NATt'RALSCJEr-cF. 
LlBRAR\': 
PHYSJOr,ocY-Linu's Lessons, Kellogg (Seconrl Book), Jarvis, Foster (complete), 
and Gray's Anatomy. 
PHYSICS-Chute, Gage's Introduction, Carhart & Chute, Page's Elements. Cooley's 
Students :\1anual, Sillman's Principles, AppletoJJ's School P., Sabine's Laboratory 
Course, Tynrlall's Heat and Mode of Motion, same, Light and Electricity, l!opkins Ex­
perimental Science, and Frick's Physical Technics. 
ZOOLOGY-Thomson's Outlines, Xeedham's Lessons, Ballard's Moths and Butter­
flies, Sedgwick & Wilson's General Biology, Packard's Guide to the Study of Insects, 
same, Ad\'8nced Course, �ame, Entomology for Beginners, Comstock's Insect Life, 
Lubbock's Ants, Bees, and Wasps, the three ,·olumes of the ten ,·olume Series of the 
Cambridge Natural History now out, ,·olumes IL, III., and \"., Hertwig's The 
Biological Problem of Today, and William's Geological Biology. 
BOTANY-Gray, Herrick's Wonders of Plant Life, Bessey, and Newhall's Trees of 
North East America. 
PHYSICAI, GE0CRAPIIY-llfill's The Realm o( Nature, Tyndall's The Forms of 
Water, and Zittel's Text on Palaeontology. To these may be added sc,·ernl of the list 
coming under geology. 
ASTRONOl\lV-Giberne's Sun, l\Ioon and Stars, Todd, Young's Elements, and New·
comb's Advanced Course. 
CHE:\IISTRV-Remsen, Eliot & Storer, LeA"man, Shepard, Williarus, an<l Austin.
_ 
GF.OLOG\'-Russell's Volcanoes of North America, same, Lakes of North America. 
Rivers of North America, Shaler's Story of Our Continent, Le Conte's Elements, 
Petrology for Students, Tarr•� Economic Geology of the United States, The Story of a 
Piece of Coal, The \\"orld Before the Deluge, and E1trthquakes and Other Earth l\Jo\'e· 
men ts. 
To these lists under the Yarious headings may be adderl a number of ,·ery ,·aluabl
e
works sent out by the General Go,·ernment, especially from the Smithsonian Institu
te: 
also the pri\'ate libraries of the instructors in these subjects, and the scientific niag
a· 
zincs placed at the disposal of the teachers of this department. 
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Bookkeeping. 
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. Proffitt, the instructor, is a good academic scholar, bas had large experience in 
g, is a gentleman of maturity, and a professional bookkeeper, being principal of 
hall Business College connected with this institution. IIe is a graduate of 
eepsie, an exceJJent teacher, and KNOWS his subject. 
r. Ripley, ,·ice principal of the )Iarshall Husiness College, is the instructor in 
ship. l\lr. Ripley bas learned bis subject well, is a penman of rare skill, and a 
ful teacher of this subject. both the science and the art. The work CO\'ers a
of one term of thirteen weeks, and is usually gh·en in the spring term. It will 
from these statements concerning the instructors in bookkeeping and pen-
ip that they are not mere noYices but trained professional teachers in their sut-
MUSIC 
Vocal 
is subject is taught throughout the Second Year of the :--ormal Course, is free, 
open to the entire student body. The present instructor in instrumental music 
a gifted vocalist, has studied under the best American teachers, and will spend 
ation studying in Paris or Florence. We are assured that our instruction :n 
music will be of a high order, for )tr. )lc\'ey has proven his capabilities already. 
Instrumental 
This department is private, the student and the instructor having tbe privilege �f 
ging hours of practice and of instruction, just so these do not conflict with the 
school work of the student should he or she be carrying normal or academic 
• The pianos are set apart by the State, are placed in the Ladies' Hall, where 
uaic rooms are found, and no rent is charged the student for use of same; he has 
the instructor's tuition fee to pay, and his music to purchase, besides his Tnci­
Pee of $1.50 per term. Expenses for instrumental music may he summed up as 
lnatructor's Fee for term of24 lessons, ................ ...... ..... . .... j,15.00. 
ool lnciden tal Fee. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..... $ 1.50. 
!J'his last fee is charged all students, anti is not charged a second time for instru­
music. All students pay the $1.50 Incidental Fee at the opening of each term, 
but once per term, and no other fee except the 1:-.STRUCTO&'s FEE in instrumen­
Bpecial lessons in vocal music, and elocution. The vocal music of the Second 
of the Normal Course is given to all who desire it, is give11 in class, and no fee is 
for it hereafter. 
DRAWING 
is covers a period of ONE TER)l in the Normal department aud 'l'H R�:E TERMS in 
emic. lts re-introduction into the course is a matter of much importance. 
,· 
L 
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Ce,·tainly no suhjecl can be made more practical in any of the business and trade 
departments of life, none more essential as a qualification of the primary teacher, and 
few, if any, so coll\·enienl as a means of•'fixing" a thing cap,1ble of heiug drn"n, in the 
mind of chil,l or adult. In the history class, in the Lalin or Greek or other literature 
classes, in almost e,·erylhing,-rather might we say, in what subject taught or what 
business or trade or profession chosen is a knowledge of Drawing not a n,o,t rnluahle 
acquisition. 
\\'c shall spare no pains to make the work in this subject as interesting an,l as use• 
ful as possible to our students. Two of the faculty can do the work creditably well, 
one of them quite well, hadng taught the subject. One of these will tak l.' up the work 
for the summer and prepare for the requirements of this course. 
CIVICS 
Constitutions-United States and State 
Three months is gi,·en to these subjects. The former is studied in the light of the 
English constitution and other European forms of go,·ernment, especially the Dutch, 
in order the better to understand its origin. It is studied also in the light t•f English 
politics in the 17th and 18th centuries, and in the light of English diplomacy in her 
relations to other European nations in those periods, the better to understand English 
politics and F.uglish policies. It is studied iu the light of American public sentiment 
as affected by local causes and by European influences. It is studied, finall) , in detail, 
as a compromise product, the various views arlvanced in the make•up of the several 
compromises and the significance of these individual views both with reference to the 
character of the author and the political phases our system would naturally ha,·e to 
avoid on the one baud and have to meet on the other-in short, it is studie,l as a 1113'" 
terpiece made up of pieces from many masters in go,·ernmental science. 
The latter-the Stale Constitution-is studied first in the light of the Federal Co�stl.
tution, secondly, in the light of political conditions existing at the time of its foruiation, 
and thirdly, in the light of other state constitutions. 
Comparati,·e government is made the one essential feature of study in or�e� �� 
fully understand our own, and special features are accounted for on the aulhortt)_ b leading opinions plus the original judgment of the se,·eral members of the class whtc fis always sought first. Having spent three months in a somewhat hurried study od these two fundamental subjects in Ci\'ics we lake up for the winter term the secon 
di\'ision of the subject. 
Civil Government 
This is made as practical as possible, though much work of a comparati\·e nature 
is
d . al'govern• found both rnluable and interesting. The operations of the stale an nat1011 , a· gmen ts are carefully studied in the light of subjects considered during the prece 1
11 
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and details are de,·eloped to the extent of considering some acts of legislation. 
tutions of different states and countries are kept for reference here as well as in 
k of the preceding term. State systems and municipal systems are compared 
died in detail from lht: lowest office up, thus showing the harmony of the 
parts-and some monstrosities. 
ong the works referred to in connection with the aboYe subjects ruay be named, 
ition to quite a number of elemc11tary texts: The Slate, Bradford's Lesson of 
Go,·ernment, two ,·olumes, The English Constitution (Macy), Bryce's American 
onwealth, l\Iotley's Rise of the Dutch Republic, same, History of the Cniled 
rlands, History of the DeYelopmenl of the English Constitution, The Conslilu-
of Prussia, same, l.'nited States of Columbia, same, Switzerland. same, \0irginia, 
vernment of France, Ferdinand and Isabella, Government in Canada, Sources 
Constitution of the United Stales CSteYens), and an Examination of the �ature 
State (Willoughby). 
Economics 
e study of Economics is an extensi"e one, requiring much time to go fully into 
·ence and to d!!Yelop e.ich particulr,r branch of the subject.
e time allotted the study being so short-Two TER)IS-we ha,·e endeayored to 
ae as much as possible in order to briefly co,·er the whole field of work. We do 
nfine oursel..-es to the use of a single text, but introduce a great deal of reference
valuable in a normal course.
e following are the principal authors referred to: Walker, F. A., Political
my. ad,·anced course; Je\"ons, \\'. S., The Theory of Political Economy; Smith, A., 
of Nations; Recardo, David, Principles of Political Economy and Taxation; 
us, T. R., Essay on the Principles of Population; Mills, J. S., Principles of Politi­
nomy; Foynbee, Arnold, The Industrial Re,·olution in England: Bastable, C. F.,
Pinance; Jevons, \V. S., :\1oney and Mechanism of Exchange; White, A. D., 
& Banking. 
e following periodicals will be found on U1e reading table in the library: The 
ly Journal of Economics, The Political Science l\Ionthly and the various reports 
Government touching on this subject. Awong the works of reference in our 
_are: Aristotle, Politics and Economics; Fawcett, H., Pauperism, its Causes and 
es; Spencer, H., Social Statics; Marx, Karl, Capital; Carer, I-I. C., Harmony of 
; Andrews, Institutes of Economics; Laughlin, Political Economy; de 
e, Political Economy; Ely's Economics; Sumner's Problems of Political 
y; Spahr, The Present Distribution of \\·ealth in the United States, etc. 
u�ts �o far in our experience with this subject in the normal course are such as 
ll&l!fy its continuance as a ,·aluable part of a teacher's course of study. 
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ETHICS 
Three montl,s,-the term following the two de\'oted to F.co11omics,-arc giYen to 
this subject. 
Right, justice, equity, goodness, and other ethical principles arc treated from the 
ci,·ic rather than from the religious point of ,·iew. The Platoniau idea of rle\'eloping 
aml training for citizenship in a Republic is made the central thought, ethics being a 
civic and not a religious study. It thus becomes a \'aluable coutribution to the fiyc­
term course in CiYics. and admirably sen·es its purposf.' as the conclusion of this 
course. Other authorities than the text used are: :\lcKenzil'. Janet. Jernns-Hill, 
Peabody, Calderwood, Robinson, Carns, Spencer, and D'Arcy. 
PROFESSIONAL WORK 
Theory and Practice 
?.lore attention is given to Practice than to Theory during the term ,Je,·oted to this 
subject. While the latter is carefully studied as forming a scientific basis from which
the student can intelligently criticise in the practice work, care is taken to prevent bis 
using this solely as bis basis of criticism; in ad<lition to this he is required to use bis 
common sense both in the study of Theory and in its application; all of either and
none of the other is almost as fatal to good results as uone of either. The time given 
to each depends very largely upon the class. Obserrntions are made upon class work
in the school, but more especially in the grade work of public schools to which frequent 
visits an· made. 
History of Education 
Two terms are devoted to this study, and the work is somewhat heavy owing to
the amount we deem it well to do under this head. Effort is made to co\'er the grouo
� indicated by the subject as thoroughly as possible, and discussions upon the yalue 0 
each contributor's part to the History of Education is encouraged. Considerable atten· 
tion is gh·en to the biographical phase of the subject; especially is each member of th
�class supposed to develop a clear perspective, chronologically and philosophically,
� the entire field. Some of the work is done by lecture, a departure which can be ma• e
\'Bluable to the class in more ways than one, if judiciously <lone.
Pedagogy 
· · iven to The spring term following the work in tl1e History of Education 15 g 
r g Pe<lagogy. Here again practice constitutes the body of the work; practice i�clu�::I 
both actual work with children of <lifferent grades in the course of the pubhc sc }tat 
curriculum, and critical observations on the work of other members of the class, t of 
of the teachers whose rooms are visited, and upon the work of the regular teacher ful . . f I ost care this department. "Courses of study" is made a sub3ect worthy o l 1e 111 • 
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n of ilie class; courses of study, not merely from the standpoint of correlation, 
ce, and th� relative importance of each subject, but with reference as well to the 
sphere of schools of the rnrious grades from the secondary school down, 
y the high school, the work each should do, the measure of independence 
each, and the limit of articulation in a stale system. In our state these phases 
1ubject are open to discussion, and adjustment is greatly to be desired; particu­
can this be said of the high school. While these questions recei,·e careful atten­
course Pedagogy in its more limited sense.-its application to the work of the 
as such-bas its share of attention also. Frequent exercise in conducting 
work in the common school branches is emphasized. 
haps the nuclei of our other special, or departmental, libraries, have recei,·ed 
ntion than that of the work in the three previous subjects, English and History 
. The ,-arious authorities consulted include Heath's Pedagogical library, the 
of Bardeen·s Tool Chest, and a number of other works. 
Psychology 
o this subject the fall and winter terms arc gh-en. It is perhaps proper to say at 
tset that this is distinctively the subject of our choice in the entire course, hence 
better to be unduly brief rather than too full in this outline. [The writer.]
leek is used as the regu!ar text, and we regard him entirely safe for younger 
, consen·ath·e enough on the one band for the consen·ative, and modern enough 
other to satisfy any safe teacher of youth. 
B work is composed almost exclusi,·ely of lectures and quizzes, the aim being 
much to have the student feel when he goes out that he "knows psychology" as 
him feel that he does NOT "know psychology," but knows merely the 
of some of the leading psychologists of the world as to what the subject attempts 
lain, its bearing upon educational work, its value as a thought provoker; 
, the chief educational value we aim to give this subject in the normal work is 
in stimulating young people who are to go out and teach the youth to think, 
";thin themselves-simply TO THINK, independently, originally, logically, and 
the surface of ordinary thought. To send out a class who feel that they know,
they can define exactly, what the terms intellect, sensibility, will, mind, soul,
• 
ory, etc., are, as we ha,·e so often seen done, would not only be deluding them,
g the less critical part of U1e public, and robbing the study of its chief ,·alue, 
uld seriously compromise our own sense of truth, and subject us to the se,·erest
of men and women who KNOW something of the inc.xactness of this science. 
erence books, James, Dewey, Ribot, Lewes, \\"undt, Ziehen, Erdmann, Scripture, 
r'. Titchener, J\IcCosh, 1\1ill, Locke, Hume, Kant. Carus, Iloelfding, Comte,
111, Romanes, Darwin, Lange, Lukens, Herbart, Hegel, Leibnitz and a few of 
inor authorities are consulted. SeYeral of these are not found in the school 
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I ibrary but are in the instructor's collection and are judiciously handled when assign­
ing a topic found in them deemed valuable as bearing upon some phase of a subject. 
Logic 
This subject has just been introduced and the outline of the plan of work to be 
followed is not yet made. Already two good authorities on this subject. howe,·er, ha,·e 
been added to the library, and more will be added later. It will follow psychology, 
running through the spring term. Its addition to the course will greatly increase the 
rnlue of psychology. 
Teachers' Training- Work 
The senior year of the Normal Course has been limited to three full studies in order 
that at last a full year might be devoted to regular Training Work in the elementary 
branche�. The work may be briefly outlined as follows: 
1. The studies deemed advisable to include in the review work of the ,·car after 
considering the particular needs of the class will be arranged in the ordc'r deemed 
best, each subject will be divided into topics, each topic outlined in detail, ancl the time 
will be assigned accordingly. 
2. The subjects that are sure to be included, with still others, possibly, are rearl· 
ing, orthography, composition, grammar, arithmetic, penmanship, physiology, United 
States history and geography. 
3. This work will be assigned the instructor deemed best suited for it and he
will take entire charge. 
4. The work will include frequent exercises in teaching by the members of the 
class, occasional teaching exercises by the instructor, kindly but extended critici�ms, 
teaching exercises to children of different grades, visits to grade rooms and mixecl 
rooms at various points in and around Huntington including se,·eral towns where the 
schools are regarded quite good, and finally, special attention to the work of 
_
a fe�
teachers in public schools who are accepted as skilled in their work. Such, in brief, 15 
an outline of what will be clone under this head ,dthin the year 1899-19()0. 
ORATORY, PHYSICAL CULTURE, AND DRAMATIC ART 
This subject, like instrumental music, is under the direction of a non-salaried_ 
in·
d . d ti a111e tune structor electe by the state board of regents III the same way an at 1e s f 
other members of the faculty are chosen. The teacher in this department as in tha� 
0 
· I · • • r k f . s for rec1ta· 111strumenta music accepts her pos1t1on ,or what she can ma e o 1t, room t 
tion, practice, etc., being furnished free, and the teacher, if she board in the hall, g
e 9 
. has beenher room-rent free, also gas and fuel. TWELVE oor.l.ARS per term of 24 lessons t 
the rate students paid in this deputment heretofore, including the year 1S98-9, e"c::d 
in cases where class work is done, where it is much cheaper. The lady who ha\li•Scharge of the department of Elocution and Physical Culture during the past year.· 
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ia Burrows, of New York, is a graduate-4 year course-from the Emerson 
I of Oratory, Boston. She has enrolled perhaps twice as many students as any 
who has preceded her, is a lady of rare talent for her work, a successful teacher, 
very enthusiastic worker. Only one of her energy and elocutionary accomplish­
could have succeeded as she has. She has clearly demonstrated that this art 
'ng the artist success, even in a school so practical as a state normal school. A 
r of the young men who are interested in developing their oratorical powers 
taken work in this department this year, and have realized fully its advantal-{es 
taught by a trained and gifted instructor. 
things have as little charm for the writer as "piano-bangen" and "mimic 
," and few are more ardent lovers of either art when the performer or actor is 
· t. The former performances are to be discouraged because they discount the.
of music and of oratory; the latter are to be encourager! all possible because
tory, refining, ele,·ating. bettering, truly valuable.




In the Ladies' Hall 
The Ladies' Hall of the Marshall College State Normal School, the best school dor­
mitory in the State,-a cut of which appears abo,·e-contains rooms as follows: 
BASEMENT FLOOR-Cellar, laundry, one toilet room, and furnace rooms. 
FIRST FLOOR-Double parlors, dining-room, kitchen, buttery, pantry, two matrons
rooms, sen·ant's room, and two toilet rooms. 
SECOND Fr,OOR-Principal's apartments, (including parlor, library, office, bath-room,
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m, kitchen, pantry, and dining room), fi\'e suites, nine single rooms, rea<ling 
e private i,arlor, one reception hall, and bath-room. 
I> FLOOR-Four suites, fourteen single rooms. one reading hall, one private
one reception hall, and a bath-room. Some of the single rooms are large 
to accommodate FOUR girls each. 
e laundry has hot and cold water connections, slate wash hasins, and all other 
ry con\'eniences. This is not simply for the matron, but for the larly students 
hers to whatever extent they may elect to use it. 
of the bath-rooms has two private compartments with a porcelain finished 
b, hot and cold water connection, and a gas jet in each; besides the bath com­
nts, there are two water closets and three marble wash basins in each bath-room. 
ere are two telephones in the building, gas and water connections throughout, 
very superior system of steam heating, the boilers seldom requiring a steam 
of over 2 to 5 pounds to make the building entirely comfortable. 
·r1 is employed in the building whose duty it is to receive and to semi phone
s, to answer door-bell, and to keep the halls, parlors, bathrooms, etc., clean and
r. Everything possible is done to make the life in this building not that of 
y life as it is usually understood, but GENUINE IIOME LIFE.
e beautiful and ample grounds, the large veranda, the long hall-ways, the cozy 
and the beautiful views from the building combined with the healthfulness of 
tion, all contribute to the home-like attractions of this pleasant abode of teachers 
• euts united in one common family. 
principal and the teachers, like the students, are boarders, the entire culinary
ent being under the exclusive management of a kind, experienced, and refined
, who is responsible for the success, financially and other\\'ise, of her table.
o may board in the Hall is decided by Rule XXII. of the State Board of Regents,
of which referring to domitories we append: "The faculty shall have direct
and authority over all students boarding in the dormitories connected with the 
Schools, and shall, under ·110 circumstances, allow any one except students in 
attendance, or teachers, to board or room at said dormitories." 
LADY students are permitted to have rooms in the dormitory, the arrange­
being such that it would be inconvenient to have GENTLEMF;N sturlents also, 
the latter may take their meals here, should any so desire. 
the old building, when the number of boarders was necessarily limited owing to 
boarding facilities, the matron's rates were $n.oo and $12.00 for table board, 
th of four weeks; f,u.oo if paid in advance, otherwise f,12.00. This rate was to 
the number of table boarders reached fifteen, when they were to be 
ndingly lowered to f,ro oo and $r r.oo; $10.00 if paid in advance, if not, $11.00. 
e rule will obtain for the year 1899-1900. 
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Rooms are furnished with bedstead, mattress, wardrobe, dresser, chairs, table, 
light and fuel. Students are required to furnish their own bedding, (except the mat­
tress,) and their own napkins and towels. The simplest rules of hygiene demand this. 
Room-rent heretofore, owing to the slight difference in the si�e and con\'eniencea 
of rooms, has been regularly $1 oo per mouth of four weeks, per student. two in a room. 
The rates hereafter will range from 81.00 to i,2.00, nearly all coming within the $,1.00 to 
$1.25 limits, higher rates .applying only to a few large rooms of choice location, and a 
few suites. 
The principal has charge of the Normal Hall, and be, ";th most of the teachers, 
board and haYe their rooms in the building. Students and teachers all take their 
meals at the same time and at the same tables, thus constituting one large family. 
All rooms occupied by students are inspected every week by a committee of teach• 
ers, with a Yiew to noting the condition in which they are kept, aml whether the furni· 
ture is properly cared for, the student being held financially responsible for all break• 
age or abuse of furniture, lights, etc. All rooms are furnished with \\"elshach burners, 
but all breakage of these is refurnished at the expense of the student. 
The laundry is open to all students who wish to do all or a part of their laundry 
work .. 
The rules an<l regulations of the ball are of the simplest character, the object 
being to h:n-e the life here as nearly as possible that of well regulated home life, sur· 
rounded with wholesome restrictions, but freed from exasperating restraints. Self• 
goYernment to as great an extent as possibly consistent with goo,! order rrnd careful 
training for girls is deemed wise. 
Rackets, balls, net, and carefully graded grounds are at the disposal of the young 
ladies of the Ilnll whenc\'cr they wish outdoor sport�. 
By the arrangement of the new building to be erected during tile summer ,·acation, 
1899, the double doors at the west encl of the first floor hall-way of the Ladies' J�all 
will open direct into the hall-way leading to the chapel and schoolrooms, thus making 
it unnecessary for any of the occupants of the Hall to go out in the weather to rcacb 
t!1c school department. 
netter still: The college Reading Rooms will be adjoining the Hall, to the lel
ftl • · sarne bn •as one enters the school hall-way from the llall, and, to the nght on entering . b way, adjoining the Hall, will he the rooms of the new school library, thus placing\ 
e
Ha11 in immediate connection with both the Reading Rooms and the Library of t  �
e 
school, a convenience long wished for, and greatly to be desired from sc,·eral st0" 
• 
points. 1'herc is a new piano in the large parlor free to all occupants of tbe Hall. 
'And now, just a few suggestions with regard to boarding in the �all: 
1
1��
father or mother who knows anything of the ad, antages of school days spent 111 a . r·. . I 1·c· the o,e where there arc educated teachers, a krndly matron, considerate young ac 1 s, 
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f the principal of the institution whose interest as well as whose business it is 
that lady students are protected aud cared for in e,•ery way, the counsel and 
y of lady teachers who ha,·e only the good of young ladies al heart, safe col1l­
btto the cit)' when they need to go, unselfish ad,·ice when they wish to purchase 
g or make other expenditure, trustworthy escorts to church, and e,·ery other 
ience and protection that can possibly be had in the absence of parents, with all 
we repeat, that no father or mother who loves his or her child and would pro­
r, will hesitate a moment in deciding whether she should board among strdngers 
ve little or no interest iu her save for her money, or at a Ladies' Hall. Among 
en she is thrown with whatever company the family may have, be that of the 
t may, (and we teachers who select boarding places can't always know that), often 
· I interest is taken in her culture, she is classed with the society of those with
she boards, and when sick, too often recei,·es about the attention that is accord­
dier in camp, or less. How much better to be where teachers will see that she
best of care and attention when sick, where her culture is made a matter second
to her education, where her company is assured to be of the better class, and 
she is among friends. 
e only too cheerfully grant that not all boarding places are such as we mention. 
few have proven themselves as good and kind as they could be to us when away 
home, and the same can be said of a number of places where our students h1,·e 
• But, unfortunately, this is a matter that requires the greatest precaution.
well enough to get board at reasonable rates. That is the right thing to do;
is well also to remember that in this respect as in not a few others the cheapest 
be the dearest. 
onng man, and, young woman especially, you can exercise good judgment and 
Y • nowhere with better results than in the selection of your boarding 
Still greater care than e,·er before will be exercised during the coming year in 
g boarding places for our students, and we shall be very cautious where our 
are located. 
8 protection, as a means of social and educational culture, as security for careful 
when sick or ueeding assistance or advice in any way, first, last, all the time, 
�mend the Ladies' Hall for lady students unless they have worthy relatives or 
tn the city. Even then with many young ladies, and especially with the 
class, the Ladies' Hall is the proper place ii you would do your best work and 
from needless outside interferences and hurtful influences in the way of detract­
study interests. 
In the City 
llr �o T,�ELVE DOLLARS per month of four weeks is the rate students usually pay
ding 10 prirnte families in the city. This includes table board, furnished 
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room. light and fuel, hut :-.'OT laundry. A list of the families that will rcct•i\'c stu<lent 
hoarders, together with their preference as to sex, the number they\\ ill lakt:, and the 
rate per month is kept in the office of the principal. ft is well, therefon•, for those 
students who are not acquainted in the city, to report to the principal 011 their arrival 
and secure this list. If they are young and inexperienced, the principal or a teacher is 
always ready to assist them in finding suitable boarding, ancl assistance from some OtH! 
is always at the sen·ice of new students for this purpose. 
Self-Board 
Se\'eral of our best students ha,·e adopter! the plan of boarding themscl\'es. method of procedure consists in renting oue or more rooms with a prirnte family, ha\'ing all, or a portion of, their eatables sent from home, proYiding themsch-es with a stove, and doing their own cooking. Jn some cases bare roows are rented and fur­nished by the student, he bringing his bedding and other articles from home, and rent­ing or bu};ng cheap furniture. In other cases one furnished room for study and bed­room is rented and one vacant one for cooking, etc. In some cases, where there are good house-keepers, one furnished room has sufficed. Boarding in this way is reduced to from N,00 to $9.00 per month, including everything, the amouut rnrying accordinf( lo the proportion of eatables brought or sent from home, ancl to the 1111wber of delicacies the student may elect to have. 
Rooms can be had for very reasonable rates, aud even houses can be bad. There is no reason why brothers and sisters of the same family, or neighbor g-irls with their brothers, should 11ot re11t au entire house, or flat, or half-hou se (one sectionof a double house), purchase cheap furniture, bring bedding and almost all �eir eatables from home, and live at a rate not to exceed i,5.00 to $8.oo per month iacluclr�g rent, AND LIVE NtCEt,v. Sisters or lady friends could rent flats or suites with a family and do likewise. Small houses of four or five rooms can be had for $-1.00 to i,6.oo permonth, and those of six to te11 rooms for $8.oo to $12.00 per month. Huntington per• haps offers better facilities for self-board thatt any other city or town in the State. Young ladies and gentlemen a11xious to atteud school, who will but consider for what amount they may spe11d a year at this Normal, certainly will delay this matter n?, longer. "\Vhat class of students ,lo this?" \Ve have said abo,·e, "some of our best; and we now add, NONE of our poor ones, for only cooo students are resourceful enoug�ancl energetic enough, to cut loose from tlepe11clence on sowebody else's purse aucl fin a way of THEIR OWN by which they may secure a11 education. \Ve do not say that ALLgood students do this, for many are so situated that it does not seem to them nece�-sary; but we are sure that an effort of this kind will be an invaluable n !ti 1 d 'JI · Jomestu:eco11omy to any young man or woman and we have a peculiar adm1rat1ou . . • for and 1n· ' 
th=�� 
terest in, those who show their worth to the extent that thf'y wn,1, EDUCATE IF THF.V HAVr-; TO DO JT THE�lSF.LVES. 
Correspcnclence with young men and wome11, and with parents anc gua ] rdiana.
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rence to board in any style they may prefer, is cordially solicited. ancl will be 
attended to. 
Club Board 
·ng the year 1898---9 club boarding, for the first time, has been successfully in­
among our students. The plan, which is ,·ery much like that adopted by 
aen in the state university, was inaugurated by Mr. L. l\l. Newcomb, one of our 
ture and successful students of the fall term, who had spent one term at the 
·versity. 
of the young men of the club engages a lady who has dining-room accommo­
for ten to twenty and who is known as having some skill in superdsing culinary
She receives the eatables sent to the club room by the commissary, prepares 
d &er\'es at table, in short does all after eatables are delivered. A small fee is 
commissary, also a definite assessment is paid the matron by each member of the 
1ly this system board of whatever kind the club chooses to have is furnished at 
t rates. Including rooms the rate has varied from $8.75 to f,9.00 per month of 
s for board and room. 
are rented in that part of the city convenient to the club at 50c per ,,eek. 
cases members of the club had their rooms as far as six blocks away. Indeed 
s to us a very good way to compel a good amount of exercise. As to this 
of boarding for young meu we cordially commend it, and trust that still other 
y be organized for the year 1899-1900. 
TEXT BOOKS 
bill need not exceed $.J.oo to fi10.oo per year according to the part of the course 
t is in. And it may be materially decreased if the student prefer second 
ts, which we have begun to supply at greatly reduced rates. The demand ex­
the supply during the past year, though we were able to furnish more than 
many as during the preceding year. Arrangements have been made to greatly 
our stock of second hand books for the coming year, so we hope to meet every 
of this kind. Arrangements are being made, also, to purchase the books of 
Who wish to sell on leaving at the end of the year should any desire to do so. 
though a student should ha,·e to purchase new books, he will ha,·e an oppor­
aell them, reducing his book bill thereby at least 50 per cent. 
SCHOOL FEES 
last legislature very much simplified this, the o:-:LY FEE 
now, either in the Normal or the Academic course, for "-·est Yirginia students,
1•50 PE:R TERM. All students from other states are required to pay tuition at
ofS2.oo per month in addition to the TERM FEE of $r.50. 
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The Normal Schools of West Virginia, next lo the public schools, are the freest i■ 
the state, th� most economic for our young men an<l women. 
LAUNDRY 
This \'aries from $1.50 per month down to the lowest figures at all consistent with 
assurances of clean aJHl well starched linen. In the Ladles Hall the fil{nr1es may be re­
duced lo a minimum. Young wen pay from 75c to $1.00 as a rule. 
ANNUAL EXPENSES 
Board, as per difTerenl plans named ............... , .............. ,j;50.cx> to $120.00 
Laundry.......... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... :S 5.00 lo� 15.00 
Text Books...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... ...... .. ...... ...... $ ➔·oo to $ 10.0  
Incidental Fees ............. . ..... ............ ................ . $ 4.50 to$ -1-50 
Totals ... .......... .. ... . ........... .... ........... i,63.50 to $q9-5t 
For students coming from other stales add $20. for tuition to the ahO\'C totals. 
M ISCEllllHN EOlJ S 
LIBRARY 
Perhaps in no line of improvement due to- o�r new building will changes for th• 
better be wore pronounced than in the library. State Superintendent Trotter con­
tributes his parl in a most substantial way by havi.J1g our approp riation for library an 
apparatus DOUBLED for the yea r 18g8-9, and treblecl for the succeeding year, couipd 
with the four pre\'ious years. 
The room heretofo re used for both library and reading room will he set apart 85
public document, map, and similar refe rPnce works, room. . I' The lihrAry proper will be remo,·ed to the first floor of that section of the but!< 
1 
ha,·ing a bay front, ,, hich will he twice as large as our present library quart
 
especially built for libra ry purposes, admirably lighted, newly furnishecl,-Lbe vr 1
case giving way lo the more convenient and more comely mid-room case,-an� 
0� 
school library books proper will he housed in it. Arrangements are being '.'111 
e
_ 
furnishing the new library with new cases without drawing upon the regular Jtbr
al')
other school fund. 
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READING ROOM 
is will be a large, well lighted room just across the hall. from the library. 
g tables, work tables with pens and ink, and other necessary conveniences will 
<l here. On the tables for the past year the following list of current literature
n placed: Magazines, 25; daily newspapers, 3; weekly newspapers, 6; school
, 31; college journals, 7; total, 72. These represent a current literature sub-
'on list of over $120 per year. Tweh-e new ones were added at the opening of our 
term, 1899, and several others have been asked for by the teachers and stmlents 
ial subjects. These will he furnished, beginning with September, 1899. This 
I has a plan for directing the magazine reading of students in such a way that we 
t but believt- very excellent results will follow. This is as follows: Each teacher 
lly examines each magazine before it is placed on the tables. the articles therein 
'ally suited for their several classes are noted, the principal does the same for his. 
s, and then lists the articles of a general nature under beads like, ''for younger 
""for older boys," "for all the boys," (same clas�ificatiou for girls), "for town and 
students," "for country students," "for all students," etc., etc, These several lists 
read in the study hall or posted, together with the name of the magazine, or, just 
name and page of the magazine. \Ve have found this economic, safe, and fruitful 
results. 
LITERARY SOCIETIES 
growing interest in this line of work among those students who arc here lo 
e the best possible use of their time ha� been most gratifying within the last few 
, After several changes, com bi nations.di visions and reunions among those organ iza-
• out of which the present stage of the work has been evolved, the students recluced 
work to two co-educational organizations known as the Virginian and the 
phian Literary Societies. With each succeeding year the work has grown in in­
and in character, the societies have increased in numbers, and a generous but de-
ly sharp spirit of ri,•alry has sprung up between them. This was intensified ancl at 
'8alue time dignified last year by the inter-society contest which was made for a 
ofj50 offered by the principal to be divided as follows: Recitation $5, essay$10, 
n 115, debate, $20, the funtls to go into the treasury of the society winning on the 
live subjects. The first contest was a most creditable one, and the same offer· 
extendecl the societies for the 1899 con test. 
�he "igorous part taken in the programmes of the societies, and in the public 
ngs as well, by the lady members, exceeds that of any other we ha,·e visited. In 
on as well as essay, in debate as well as in recitation, the ladies take their part and
nn it well. This statement in no way detracts from the splendid work the young 
_are cloing, howe,·er. The drill in these societies, in some respects, is second toIng else in the school: especially do we refer to critical reading, careful thinking,
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appearing lo mh-antage in public, drill in writing, in parliamentary practice, in self. 
control "under pressure" and excitement, and in the use of good English to express 
one's self iu public. These, and other features make these organization� of the highest 
benefit to all who take part in their exercises. They deYelop as well, a new and ,·ery 
strong boud of sympathy and interest in the institution of which they arc a part.­
very important part. 
The new building is to contain two magnificent halls for housing these societies; 
so, after this school year-1898-9- they will ha,·e homes of their own, though we ha,·e 
had a hard time and more than one discouragement in trying to ha\'C: these arranite• 
men ts ma,1e. Thanks for substantial results to the recent legislature and to some Yery 
influential men who were not members. We recommend these organirntions to the 
careful consideration of e,·ery new student, a11d wish sincerely that all might take 
membership in them. 
CHAPEL EXERCISES 
Attendance upon these exercises is compulsory. They consist of singing. and a short 
prayer, or the Lord's Prayer repeated by all the school. Quite an amount of pains has 
been taken in the preparation of a book of selected songs and scripture 
readings for use in these exercises, but our arrangements for printing same, negotiated 
in part with two different printers, rnisearried to our great disappointment, and the in• 
conveniuence of the students. \Ve have learned a few things in the wny of negollaling 
for work of this kind due at a specified time, and shall profit by it. The book re ferred 
to will, as a result of disappointments, have some i11teresting features included which 
otherwise would have been omitted. The state board of regents have made provisions 
in the vocal music line by which the chapel exercises of the ,·arious normals can he 
made more interesting and less exacting upon the principals of these schools. 
GOVERNMENT 
The method of government employed can perhaps be better understood from the 
following propositions than from a detailed outline: 
1. All school government that aims at results other than the inculcation of the 
principle of self-government is lacking in both wisdom and economy. . al 2. It is as dishonorable in a student to conceal wrong and crime in the education 
institutiou he is attending as it is in a citizen to conceal these from the State. 
3. It is ho11orablc, courageous, and right, for young men and women to rep
ort
every offense against the welfare of a school, to the principal or president. 
4. "Tattling" the truth to the principal or president of a school, if the truth be 
:;1
offense against that school, is noble; concealing it is a crime, and the concealer is m
or •
Jy PARTtcf:PS CRI:\IINIS. 
5. Bitter words usually degrade both the speaker and the addressec1.
6. Auger and chastisement harmonize under no circumsta11ces.
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Publicity of correction or of counsel, in school, usually hardens the offender ar:d 
magnifies the offense. 
Chastisement that lea,·es the chastised embittered seldom henefilr, A;.',Y ONE. 
In direct proportion as the teacher instills a spirit of self-control by inspiring 
eas of decorum, the needs of discipline disappear. 
Correction, whether by counsel or criticism, should be as informal as possible, 
direct as possible from the heacl of the school. In nearly all cases it should be 
y pri,·ate. 
, ALL school matters, and especially those of a personal nature, should be 
aed and discussed ONI.Y by the faculty; this strictly done, much of the need for 
g irregularities ceases to exist. 
The best discipline in the world for most offenses is not to see or hear them 
or, if necessary to see or hear them, then to ignore them, or say and do as little 
them as possible, and that as quietly as possible; in short,SJLENCE is the safest 
rest correction for most offenses of n minor character; and certainly this is the 
tive l'AR F.XCELLENCE on the student's part. There is a silence that acts mere 
ly upon the offender than any other punishment-the silence that knows, 
the offender Fl-:ET, that it knows nnd that it 1s silence because it FrrnI.s that �rn 
that IT knO\\S, and is silent OUT 01-' RESPECT FOR UBI, 
e young man or woman who enters a Normal School with n view to becoming a 
nee,ls no discipline save a quiet irffitation to go home as soon es be or she 
unworthy of confidence and incapable of self-control. The standard of deport• 
in a :--;ormal School is the hi!!"hest of all school standards of deportment, because 
achoo! FOR TEACHERS. 
e expect our students to be larlies and gentlemen, ancl lo be studious, or at cnco 
w from school. • · · 
e dicipliue, the bearing of the teachers toward students, the behavior withi1i"Chc 
Dgs and on the grounds, the conversation, the language, the system of tla�s­
·ag, in fact the general tone and character of conduct, of sport, of labor, of 'the
IOCial, moral and educational atmosphere of the school, is meant to be,a111l is �u-
to become, such as is best calculated to exemplify high ideals of schoo) lifo
those who are to go forth from our mi,lst to traiu the children of the Stale. ·, 
obacco-using in any form, on the school primises, will be rel{arded a sufficient
for dropping the name of the user from the school roll. 
conduct ancl habits of the students so long as connected with the school, 
r they may be, will be held in strictest account when passing upon the eligibil­
atudentship. The company kept and the resorts frequented shall alike, so for as 
to the faculty, be subject to official consideration; ancl the stench of the cigar• 
d the odor of the bar-room ::ny be considered sure passports "out of" the institu-
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The !1alls of the buildings, and the grounds cannot be used for lounging, prn111e11ad­
ing, or chatting while the school is in session. The place for E\'ER\' stude111, of what­
e\·er departruent, during school hours, if within the grounds, is in the study hall, at 
recitation, or in the library, and lem;ng the grounds without permission, san after all 
a. m. or p. m. recitations are O\·er, is not permitted. The premises and the h11il,li11gs 
are kept entirely quiet during study and recititation periods.
SOCIAL AND RELIGIOUS 
For cordial sympathy with, social encouragement for, students away from home, 
we believe the good people of Huntington occupy second place to those of very few, if 
any, other cities of like size and commercial enterprise. Those students whose docorum 
-commends them need suffer no lack of social recognition. 
In this city are thirteen churches for white people, some of them splcndicl edifices, 
handsomely finished and furnished, and ALL have good congregations The denomi­
nations are: 1\1. E. church, 2; 1\1. E. South, 2; Baptist, 2; Presbyterian, r; Christian, 1; 
Catholic, 1; Jewish, 1; United Brethren, 1; Congregational, r; Episcopal, 1. These 
churches extend a most cordial welcome to our students to attend all their e"erciscs. 
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS 
The buildings, as mentioned on a preceding page, are located on an obloug ele\·a­tion of about 25 to 40 feet above the regular bottom land of the river, about 20 feet abo\·e the 1884 high-water mark, and about 500 feet in length, gently slopi11g to the .rear. This elerntion exten<ls lengthwise through the middle of a 16-acre lot, one of�h�•111ost valuable in the possession of the State. The eastern portion of the grounds, i\�?�tt 4 acres, is set apart as exercise grounds for the boys, such as base-ball, foot-ball, •'t'<'.,"J:be ladies having tlleir tennis grounds on the 12-acre section and nearer the dor·n•jt,;,ry. The entire campus is situated near the center of the city, almost midwav be•t',,een the C. & 0. and 0. R. railroads, with the beautiful Ohio river two streets to the n,)rth. The exact location is between Sixteenth and Seventeenth streets on the �a5t nnr.J:t,·est, and between Third and College avenues on the north and south. The new f�•oti1, the tower is one of rare beauty; on one side the Ohio extending to east aud we5l i,n a11e almost straight, open stretch for about ten miles, with the rugged but verd�
nt Ohio hills for a back-ground, the splendid valley on which Huutington, Guyandoi
e and Central City are located-one of the finest in the Ohio valley-lying at our feet, t eless rugged West Virginia hills forming a long, irregular line of defense some ?i5ta�� away as the limit of our southern view, the green hills of Kentucky lifting tl�ei_
r no 
h
e summits a few miles to the west, the Big Sandy and Twelve Pole ri\'ers jo111ing t e Ohio at the one end of this lan<lscape and the Guyandotte ri\·er at the other, HERE 15 A \'IE\\', A PICTt:RE WORTHY THE TOUCH Of' A MASTER llAND. 
d ed 




d feet wide, is pave<l from side to side from Seventh to Twenty-third street, is Jig it 
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lights, has an electric street railway, ancl is the finest �treet in \\'est Virginia­
ground of the bicyclist. Such is a homely outline of the beautiful landscape 
dst of which is located the l\Iarshall College State Normal School. 
main school building was completed in December, 1896, at an expense of $25,­
ia a model of con,·eniencc in school architectur� "·ithin. 
es' Hall-see page 42-bas been built in two sections; the one in the late 
an expense of$38,ooo; the other in 1897-8 at a cost, when furnished through­
ut f,14,000. In this are, in addition to the dormitory and music department, 
letely separated from them, the Library. the Reading Room, a Gentlemen's 
Ladies' Room, the htter two connected with the chapel stage by separate 
d provided with wash-basins and other toilet conveniences. 
building erected iu 1897-8 wheu remodeled, as per plans to be executed dur-
1899 summer vacation, will contain the following rooms: 6 recitation rooms, 
room for chemicals, 1 public document and map room, 2 cloak and toilet rooms, 
teachers' rest and toilet room, a comruencemeut ball containing 626 opera chairs 
aisle and platform space, and one dressing room. 
new section to be built as per plan referred to above, 70 x 100 feet, is to con­
east and west buildings, and will contain the main entrance h11ll and main 
, 8 recitation rooms, 1 chapel hall, and 2 literary halls. These buildings com­
erected at an expense of over f;100,ooo.oo, including furniture, (seats, slate, etc.,) 
throughout in the most modern style, located in the center of a beautiful 16-
pus valued at $100,000.00,-situated as it is, in the heart of the city,-make this 
n capable of accommodating a large body of students; and, combiner\ with the 
Is of this place, promise to make Huntington one of the best educational 
of the state. 
grounds, on which improvemeuts are made from year to year within financial 
ns, are not only among the finest pieces of real estate owned by \\'est Virginia, 
Capable of beiug made exceedingly beautiful. The four acres of the eastern 
• separated from the rest as to regularity of surface by a gracefully winding 
ornamented in its entire course by a nuruber of splendid and stately trees, is 
as an exercise ground-foot-ball, base-ball, racing, etc.,-for the young men. 
is court and other sport grounds, suited as wed! for ladies as for gentlemen,
tbe section to U1e south of the buildings-about six acres. The school is pe­
proud of its campus and the noble old trees that ornament its Past and front
• The location is the most attractive in the city, and is especially well suited
OO); ample grounds, roomy buildings, centrally located, and free from the dust
ltreets, while blessed with an abundance of fresh air-such are our ad,·antages. 
OUR SCHOOL CITY 
friends call it the Second City of \\'est \'irgiuia; its ri,:als put it third on the list; 
nd or be it Third, it is First in point of youth, of rapid <le,·elcpment, of wide, 
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beautiful streets, of plan and scale 011 \I hicb lair! out, ;,nd FIRST in point nf intere1t
taken in it� municipal affairs, elections not excepted. Its people are cordial. enterpri .  
ing, e11thusiastic, i::-1 1•:ARNEST. Many of them take a lively and substantial 111tcrebt ia 
the Xormal School, notably the Board of Trade, which has stood hy. labor• 1 for, and 
contributed of its funds to, every forward step that has been made in the "a,· of so­
liciting State funds for impro,·ements. Their efforts have been ahly seco11d�,1 ·by most 
of our representatives anc1 senators from this county and district. 
Huntington is situated on the Ohio ri,·er, 293 miles below Pittsburg. i15 be'a. 
Wheeling, 121 helow Parkersburg, 162 aboYe Cincinnati, 8 aboYe the Kentucky line, 419 
from Richmond, 494 from the Atlantic coast, 192 from White Sulphur Springs. -1S1 fro111
Baltimore, 577 from Philadelphia, 667 from Xcw York, 50 from Charleston, the State 
Capital, ancl 438 from Washington, the National Capital. The city is approachable ,-ia 
the C. & 0. R.R., the O. R.R. R., and the Ohio ri,·er directly, the�- & \\·.R.R., whicla 
makes connections with both the above name,\ roads at Kenova, 8 miles uelow, and by 
the K. & :\I. R. R., which makes connections with the 0. R. R.R. and Ohio rh·er steam­
ers at Point Pleasant, 40 miles above. This city is new, all ha,;ng been huilt wi1hi■ 
the last twenty-fi,·e years, is beautifully laid out, the avenue� runnini-: parallel to the 
river, an,! the streets at right angles to the avenues. Both streets and a,enues are 
wide, part of them are solidly payed, and all are lighted with electricity. Gas and water 
works are among the special con,·eniences, the water being exceptionall_v pure. ltl
healthfulness and the kindness of its people are among the peculiar attractions of the
place. 
Xatural gas has recently been brought to the city in abundance. and, as a result, 
illuminating gas costs but little compared with rates heretofore charged; e,·cry one who 
wishes may ha,·e natural gas for fuel. The introduction of natural gas will C\·idently 
mark the opeuiug of a new era of prosperity in our city, and the changes in dennlinelll
cannot but put liuntington in better demand than e,·er belore as a residence city. 
TO DESERVING YOUNG MEN AND WOMEN 
This brief note is addressed especially to those whose finances are li111ite,I 
extent al which "how to find the way" becomes a serious problem. e,·cn to courageOIII 
aml ambitious youth,-those who are willing to try if only an opportunity can he fou:
a·1c\ are seeking the opportuuity. It seems lo us that we ha\"e some of the most earn 
and delermiued young people in :\Iarshall College it has beeu our i-:ood fortune tom 
and to know-and it is rare good fortune lo know such. d Xot a few of our young ladies from a distance have economized by rooming an 
cooking for themselves, sometimes for brothers also who come to school with them. 
others have worked, some at one thing, some at another. . acl· 1 t •en1ngs 8 Some of our best young men hoard themselves, work at 111g 1t, a e, 
mornings, sell papers, do janitor work, and whatever else at all respectable th"t can 
h ek n·here found to be done. Three young men-no more worthy ones anyw ere, se 
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,·e engaged to remain in the city during tile summer lo work at $1.00 pt:r clay 
nilroad shops not being skilled laborers in the shop, but farmers· boys-that 
y lighten the financial burdens of the coming school year. He who will:not do 
command to encourage such is certainly wanting in some of the elements of 
hood. To these we turn e,·ery dollar to be let in any way, and ask the reader 
in this city what work he can offer such, and the reader who has money Lo spare, 
can offer young men who are ";Bing to work before and after school hours. 
Ritchie, :Mason, Roane, \Vayne, Putnam, Kanawha, Fayette, Greenbris.:r, ;\Ion roe, 
rs, from thest: come letters from young men and young women inquiring what 
y fine\ to do in the city to pay school expenses. We answer all, that we are 
what we can to arrange for se,·eral of these already, and ha,·e succeeded in a 
. \\"hen writing us please slate amount of time you would spare from your 
what you are willing to do, and what the least amount is, per month, that will 
your coming to school possible. Experience assures us thal the larger part of the 
bill may be best cut off by the self-board, in some form or other, with sisters or 
men who can cook, or, still easier, arrangements for all except the cooking, by 
If. What a young man or woman is willing to put up with is a large part of 
lion. Good, substantial food, students must have. Delicacies are WHOl.L\' un­
. It seems to us that, with the fruit and grain prospects for the year which 
llDe promises, it can be so arranged that 100 self-board students can go through 
ool-1899-1900 for not more than $6o in money each. Any who wish to make 
ngements will be cordially and cheerfully assisted in getting rooms and mak­
arrangcment if they will write us from August 15th on, as we cannot hope to 
the the city all summer, though all general inquiries will be PROMPTLY answered 
ssing us at the school at any time, complete arrangements to that effect hav­
madc. 
.-
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ADDENDA 
ADVANTAGES 
One of the first thiugs to consider when getting ready to send a son or daugh 
to school, or to enter one's self, is, the comparative arlvantages of the 
considered. ln this careful consi,leration is especially commendable 
points are of chief importance: 
1. Who the instructors are, tlJeir educational and otlJer qualifications. 
2. The location of the school with reference to sanitary, social (how often 
over-looked),- religious, moral, am\ ot!Jer influences affecting the character of you 
wen and women. 
3. The atmosphere 1:-1 the school; is it elernling, favorable to good study mu! hi
social and moral louc. 
4. The thoroughuess of the work done. Read carefully the courses of study o_f
iuslitutiou and see whether the work can be done in the time assigned each suhJ 
This is of\'ERY GRE.\T DIP0RT,\NCI-:. 
5. );'ate whether the catalogue boasts of doing more work, heller work, offe
cheaper rates for things that must be below the grade of "good" when below a cert 
rate. The tone of a catalogue is a very good guide lo the charactcr of an institution 
one can simply read accurately "between the liues." 
6. Expenses must be cousiderecl, hut they should not be co11siden.:1l first. So 
things are dear at AN\' price while others are cheap at any price within reason. 
This school claims no remarkable: ll(h·antages o,•er those of 1,1 KE 1;1u1>E anywbe 
\\"e feel that the geucral tone of the institution will bear inspection, thnt the workd opeu to the freest criticism, that expenses are decidedly within reason a111l heing gra 
ally reduced, that the amount and character of the work donP. improves with each Y.
that conveniences are annually multiplied, that our grounds are excellent, our Joc�U 
most fayorable, our buildings decidedly comfortable and roomy, that the eclucauo 
standard is impro,·ing, and that our courses are better, much better, today, th80 � 
1 · tbe val'IO before-that those who ,, ill examine for themseh·es the courses of stn< )' 111 t 
state 11or111al schools of this country will find that \Vest Virginia ranks 11cll up 111 
scale. 
PB[e 59 -Necrolog)·. 
• 
·•see page 59 -Necrology
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chief advantages we try to offer are: 
A healthful, earnest, and pleasant tone in all phases of our school life. 
Thorough, honest work, and plenty of it. 
57 
A faculty that is willing and glad to do all in their power to promote the 
·oual" interests of the students in the broadest sense of the term, who work in
y with the student body.
NECESSARY EXPENSES 
this we mean, Text Books, Incidental Fee, Board, and Laundry. For full dis­
of this see under head of "Expenses", beginning on page 42. 
A WORD TO PARENTS 
is a pleasure lo recei,·e your sons and daughters and to assume any reasonable 
sibility you may elect to transfer to us while your child is uncler our direction. 
glad to act as purser, purchaser, guardian, and instructor, if iu so doing you will 
e those whom you enter as students to WORK. \Ve believe in work. \Ve re­
it the best safeguard knowu to youth or age, against bad habits, failure, mis-
e, or sorrow-the only sure means of promotion, of substantial growth, and of 
ne success. \Ve must insist that those who come here, .study, and study nmch. 
e never disco,·ered any remedy for indifference, idleness, and stupidity, hut labor; 
when we ha\'e failed to ha\'e a student work we regard his place at home and not at 
I, and we shall send him there; this however, not till we han! tried e\'ery remedy 
comwancl. So, if, like some good mothers from whom we have received maternal 
concerning "doless" daughters that,-we handle them gently, let them study 
a little and that along lines especially suited for ha\'ing them appear to advantage 
'ety"-if, we say, "society'' is the sole ambition, there are schools where such 
are paid for and instructors are chosen with this in \'iew. This school aims at the 
and the useful as essential requisites to entering society of any kind. 'fhe 
t need of society is more of the useful in preparation for it. We arc here to do 
Work, useful work for your child, and to ha\'e him learn to do by doing. Unless 
ean for your son or daughter to work, we prefer not to receive either. If we may 
you by ,·isiting your home when in your ueighborhood we shall be glatl to come. 
willing to sacrifice much to find a boy or girl who will make a successful 
t. For such we are on the coustant lookout, an,! extend to them the most 
TO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 
e can offer better opportunities this year than ever before. We have better 
of study, more teachers, a better library, better conveniences and comforts of 
ds. Our new building clone, we shall feel that for the first time we can accom-
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modate you as you have a right to expect to be accommodated in <1 West Virginia State 
Normal School, though we feel like we have only wc11 begun. The sentiment of the 
last legislature was, that the Normal Schools of this state are worthy of the liberal 
support of her people, are doing a work that 110 other schools arc doing, an<I �!UST ea 
SUPPORTED !IIORE LlBERALLY HEREAFTER. 
Now that we are 011 ·the upgrade we want a stronger student body as well as a 
larger oue. Command us within our limits and we shall cheerfu11y comply in whatever 
w1y we may help you. 
OUR ENROLLMENT 
The records in the office of the state superintendent will show not only that this 
institution has graclually increased in numbers for a number of years past, hut that for
the school year 1898--9 our a,·erage term enrollment exceeds that of any other state 
educational institution, the university alone excepted, and that means,-more young 
men an<l women have been daily receiving instruction in the Marshall College State 
Normal School for the past ten months than ever before in its history, and more than 
in any other state school outside of the State Cniversity. This is not said to boast, but 
as the first statement along this line we have exer made, one that we feel is due the 
friends of this institution. The growth has been gradual, normal, natural, and oot in
excess of what ought to be expected. It bas but begun. There is a ";de, undeveloped 
territory as yet scarcely drawn upon. Comparatively few of the teachers of some 
counties leave their so-called "summer �ormals" as yet, but year by year more are
coming. It is a fact well known that five teachers of the northern part of the state go 
away to school, to ONE in the southern part. Considering the fact that the influence of
the university until within recent years has effected the educational sentiment of the 
state but little south and south-east of the north-western quarter, the situation with 111
could not well be expected to be other than it is. The material is in our southern and 
south-eastern counties, and it is becoming recognized. Our tem1 enrollments of thoae 
receiving instruction in the normal departments for the past year were 2o8, 210, and 228 
compared with 162, 167, and 203, for the preceeding year, and 108, 150, and 191 for the 
correi,pouding fall, winter and spring terms of the year 18¢-7. 
The change in the number and the personal make-up of the three terms of a sess'.on 
in this school ,·aries but little, while in some of the other schools of the state the sprtof 
term enrollment is at least twice as large as the fall or the winter term. In [llUsic aod
in elocution our growth has been correspondingly increased. 
The number enrolled each year as receiving instruction in the normal departllleot
for the last decade has been as follows: 1890, 165; 1891, 163; 1892, 183; 1893, 137; 1_894
-
152; 1895, 222; 18¢, :122; 1897, 258; 1898, 278; 1899, 327. For total enrollments in ,·anouJ 
departments, see summary under Students' Names. The prospects for raising the at· 
tendance to 500 in the year 190c is decidedly encouraging. 
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NECROLOGY 
thin the period of three years <luring which we h:l\·e heen connected with this 
out of a total enrollment of nearly O�E THOUSA);O students we have lost 
who was in attendance, an,!, so far as we have been notified, but one other 
atten'1ed within that time, and his death occurred the following August. 
ly this is a record that speaks more than auythiug we could add 111 favor of 
on as a safe place, from a healthful standpoint, lo send young people to school. 
BS LAURA SA.'IDIGE, of Hico, Fayette county, \V. Va., entered schonl March 20, 
ormal course. She was a teacher of experience, having taught 20 months. Her 
g place was 1618 �rd a,·enue, opposite the college campus. She was very 
•• earnest, enthusiastic, and ambitious. She was one of those whose names ne,·er 
up in faculty meetings save by way of favorable comment, and the record ofcvery 
work of the school is reviewed by the faculty in a body al the close of the day. She 
nllcientious, quick to observe, altenti,·e to duty, respectful to authority, ,·ery 
la her school relations, in all things and at all times the same careful, industrious, 
'an lady. She was not in her classes Monday, April 2.ith, and inquiry was answered 
well". Tuesday medical aid was summoned and the ailment seemed light iuter• 
t fever indications. Thursday her aunt was summoned from the hospital at 
ton where she is an attache, came Friday, removed her niece Friday night to 
pital, where, T11esday, l\lay 2, so rapidly did the fever make its fatal de\'elopmenls, 
Laura Sandige, aged 261 quietly withdrew, as a member in good standing, not only 
this school, but from that part of God's unknown universe which we, for want of a 
term, call, "the world"; and we who knew her, bow the head in silence to reflect 
the in_explicable "why's" of the Infinite, then go our se,·eral ways again, better, 
are wise enough to learn wisdom from God's instruction through nature's lessons. 
R. B!!SJAMIN�: E. Br.AINE, of Willow Grove. Jackson county, \\'. Va., wa!> a
attendant at this school duriug the session of 1897-8. lie was a young man of ex• 
ally studioui habits, of fine character, of very 111odest, retiring disposition, hut 
awak_e _to all thnt might profit him in any way. Ile was thoroughly in earnest, 
amlnt1<?us. a hard worker, a gentleman in every i111pulse of his well-curbed nature, 
,... a fn1thful member of the literarv society of his choice-the Ero�ophian as aa a d�voted student. Ile was one o{ those young men who are so fully III earnest Olle wishes lo do every lhiug in his power to assist the111. :\Ir. Blaine fell sick oi' 
'! fever al his home Jul�• 23, 1898, and on .\ugust 5th following, at the age of 22, 
��•fond. hopes and 111anly ambitions for this world passed i<way with his purl: and tfe. His good fathPr followed him to the gra,·e shortly afterwards, c:alled thitheraarne rlreacl disease. 
"Mon_ is a being whereof God is the clrea111, and it is purity 
wluch of tha1 reality makes this ideal. 
Acquaintance is a relation whereof friendship is the dream, 
_an,_! it is loyalty which of that reality makes this icleal. I,i_fe 1s an e'ls�nce whereof immortality is the dream, and it 
1s thought which of that reality makes this ideal." 
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CONCLUSION 
The foregoing pages are submitted to the public as a statement of what seemed 
informa lion most in demand, the se,·eral features having been chosen not so much 
from our ideas of what the contents of an ideal catalogue should he, as from the 
hundreds of letters asking for information along different lines which we have receiwd 
within the last year. A school is best known by what it does, and the surest way to 
kaow that, is lo see for for one's self or inquire of competent, unbiased persons. We 
have dealt with facts, at least such as seemed so to us, for ouly by reporting such, 
cau we hope to hold those who come to school on the recommendations of the catalogue. 
In the i11terest of higher, more liberal, and more thorough education, especially in the 
interest of better common schools through better teachers, this catalogue is respect­
fully submitted to the public whose serrnnt we ha,·e the boaor to be. 
L. J. CORBLV, l'RJXClf'.-1.L. 
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Hobart, Jessie E. 
Holderby, Sadie 
Howell, May 










J\Iarley, Mary Lee 
Matier, Frank 





J\Iiller, C. Fred 
Moran, Clarence 
Morris, T. L. 
l\loses, Nina 










Robertson, G. L. 
Roache, Effie 



















Bromley, C. B. 
Burton, Ishmael 




Chambers, Boyd B. 
Chase, Robert 
Cole, Herbert 
Corbin, C. )I. 
Cox, Arla 
C'lx, Pearl 
Cox, John A .  
Creger, Florence 




Depue, 0. M. 
Dickey, Virgie Lee 
Donella, Lelia 
Doolittle, Anna 




Garrett, \V. A. 
Gebhardt, J. W. 
Gibson, James D. 
Glass, \V. J. 
Gore, W. P. 
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Staton, Georgia 
Summers, Fred 




















Johnson, James L. 




Livrngston, E. C. 










































Smith, L. T. 






Summers, Floy<l D. 
Summers. Oli1·e







Wilson, C. R. 
Woods. Bessie
Vork, A. Blaine 1. 
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Third Y ear-43 
Henley, L. ::l. 
Kahn, Pearl 
Looney, Clement 
Marcum, P. H. 
l\1alics, C. H. 
McClintock, Mabel 
McGinnis, AbbyL. 
Miller, B. B. 
)'.Iiller, Mary 
Newcomb, L. M. 
Nichols, Roy R.
Pabodv. Earl A. 
Page, Ruby 
Patterson, �elle G. 
Paugh, Worth W. 
;;J, .Jl,.JI, 
Fourth Y ear-20 
Gotshall, Alire G. 
Green, E. Lalla 
McClintock, E111ma 
Medford, Clara 
Norton, Mary F. 
Peters, Viola 
Roe, Blanche 










.JI, .JI, .JI, 
Parsons, Delos E. 
Pfouts, Cora 
Porter, Dorthy E. 
Reed, Bella 
Reynolds, J. H. 
Roseberry, Violet 
Saunders, Edith 




Taylor, D. W. 
Washington, W. C. 
Wysor, James M. 
Sayre, '.tL L. 
Sayre, T. J. 
Skeer, Lula G. 
Strain, Hassie 
Thornburg, Frances 
\\"arth, H. C. 
















Wigal, L. S. 
Williamson, Earl D. 
Wood, Eleanor 
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Browu, Mabel S. 
BrulTey, H. H. 
Dorsey, Hallie 
Burrows, \"irginia 






Ken nett, Starr 
l\lcCallister, Anna 
Patterson, Nelle G. 
Ripley, W. A. 
Sayre, Blanche 











Bruffey, H. H. 
Chambers, Ida 
Curry, R. A. 
Gotshall, Alice 
Hayslip, :11iss 




Proffitt, G. A. 











Warth, H. C. 
Wysor, James 
Elocution-Class W ork-3t 
Aten, L. G. Cocke, Innis 
Bellamy, l\laud Curry, Ada 
Blair, Edna Dickey, Vergie 
Blanchard, :'llargaret Dougher, D. E. 
Bishop, i\Iaude Hackney, Blanche 
•BrulTey, H. H. Hamilton, Miss 
Campbell, Claire Hamrick, Minnie 
Campbell, Mabel Hickman, Miss 
*Chambers, Ida Howell, l\lay 
Clark, Mollie Leet, :Miss 
Lh·ingston, E. C. 
•Took incli,·iclual training also.
.JI. .JI. .JI. 
Mikle Viviau 








\\'ilson, C. R. 
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THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL 
CI,ASS OP 1870-l'OCR 
Ella E .. 1\lrs. Fletcher, St. Paul, Neb., taught two years in West Virginia. 
E.W. Bellville, W. Va. 
11. ·r. ?\iarcellt1s, Minister of the r;ospel, Glenvitle, \V. Va .. taught �even1l years. 
W. E., Princip!ll Slate Normal School, Provideuce, ll. I., iu school work srnce gmduahon. 
CLASS OF 1871-NINE 
, Ella R., :IIrs Mick, Charlestou, W. Va .. taught several yeass. 
W. Belle, Sissouvillc, W. Va. 
J. R .. lilt. Freedom, w. Va . 
. B., Parkersburg, \V, Va. 
Nannie J., l\Irs. Holland, Clifton, W. Va., taught ten years. 
t, Julia, lllrs. Crooks. 
It. S., physician, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
, Kate £ .• ?.Irs. King Ashland, Ky., taught four yeors in \Vest \'irginia. 
8arah S ,  Mrs. B3gley, Ashland, Ky., taught sixty mouths in West Virginia. 
CLASS Of' 1872-EJ,1,:VEN 
Buenos, lawyer. Droken Bow, Neb., tau,::ht seven ycArs in \Ve�l Virginia 
Willie A., lltrs. Canterbury, Mnldeu, W. Va., taught teu years. n. Lucy E. 
, William, Callipolis, Ohio. 
na,,Leacher, Ceredo, \V. Va., has lnughl since graduation. l,tzzie, )trs. Dixon, Central City, \V. Va .. taught thirteen years. la P.., :\trs. :"llitchell, ca1dwell. Iduho. taui:ht two years in Wesl Virginia. Albert S., Clergyman, Oriville, Califor111a, taught several years in North Dakota Robert T. J,ynchburg, Vn. ,James M. , Charles J.1 merchaul, Proctorville, Ohio. 
CI,ASS OF 1873-NONE 
CLASS OF ISil-NINE. 
I.e., has taught since graduation. TbomasJ., lawyer, Huutingtou, W, Vn., taught severnl years. , R
W
.dward 6., Judg� of Circuit Court, Uuutingtou, W. Va. , taught six years, • :• farmer, Stevens, \V. Va., tnughl two years. 
�ha, Mrs. Wagner, Irouton. Ohio, taught two years in West Virginia. 
C. .  W .. clerk, lluntinl(lon, \V. Va .. taught four years . .. ,�-• \\fhite's ).fill, \V, Va., taught four years . ...... K, :"IIud Ridge. w. Va. ll,avid W. merchant, Welch Glade, W. Va., taught eight years. 
CLASS OP 187o-FOUR1'EEN 
Battie, ll�rs, Forsiuger, Chicago. 111.. taught six yrars in West Viririnin. n, Lewis, Chemisf, Pa. R. R., Altooun, Pn., taught three years in \\"est Virginia. 
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Gallaher, Ella M., Mrs. Holswade, Huutington, W. \'a. Johnson. Emma, Mrs. Wood, Central City, W. Va. Johnson. Mar,·, Mrs. Day. Huntington, W. Va .. taught se,·en years. Knapp, George W.1 pension attorney ,J,eou. :\fasou county. \V. Ya.. Laidley, Mary, )!rs. Chewning, El ChRou, California, taught six years, lhrce in \,est \·iri:inia. 
l\fnllory, Victoria, Mrs. I,yons, Huntington, W. \'a. McGuire, J,ewis A., Jackson county, \V, Va. MilcheU, Fannie, Mrs. Pennypacker, J!untiugton, \V. Va. Poage, Anna, Mrs. Shelton, Huntiugtou, \V. Va., taught 011e year. Poage. Bayless, nuutiugton, \V. Va. R i-1 it>. ll.lary J., Hanging Rock, 0. !'>w •• z:er, Rufus, lawyer. ex-State Senator. lluntiugt.011 1 \V, Va. 
Agee, Joseph B., Minnenpolis,_l\•li1111. 
CI,ASSOF 1M70 -Flf'TEE�. 
Adkins, Berthold, merchant, Huutingtou, W. Va. Carr, Mary, Mrs. Fitzhugh, Bay City, Michigan, taught oue year iu \Vest Virgi11ia. Cheescwan, Miriam Co,•rngton, Ky .. tnught several yean, in \Vest Virginia. Gwinn/ 
Osthsneit F.. merchant miller, Huntington. \V. Va .. t..."\ught two years. Hill, C iarles, railroad station agent, Sewell, \V, ,·o., taught seven yearb. Huxham, Lottie, Mrs. llatten, Kenova, \V. \'a,, taught four years. lnghnm. Maggie, Mrs. Titus, Hunti11gtou, \V'. Va. T.ynch. Isaac H., lawyer, Spencer, W. Va .• taught ten years. Peytou, Sallie, Principal Buffiugton School. Huntington, \V. Vn., hos taught si11c-C' f:'raduation. Peyton, VirginiR, Mr�. Ricke(ts, Hu11 lington1 \.Y. Vu., taught three years. Poage, Alberta, Huntington, W. Vn. Shelton, Joseph R .. lluntin�on, W. Vn. Thornburg. Charles r,.1 Prof. Civil F.ugiueering, Lehigh t:nh·ersity, Pe1111., ta IIJ.!hl two yen� Virginin. Wyatt, S Prichard, teacher, )lossy. Fayette couuty, w. Va. 
Adams, Kate, �frs. Chase, AJslo11 , :\{ass., taught three years in \Vest Virgi11ia. *Aults �olomon E. •nroadhurst, Alice M. 
CI.ASS OF 187i-FOGR'L'EEN. 
Cunningham, Frank, conductor C. & 0. R'y, Huntiugtou, \V. Va., laught (j y�ar�. •campbell, Helen M. Harrow, Vir�iuia P., Mrs. Dowuey, Anstead, \V, \'a., taught several yc-nrs. Hudkins, \Villinm E. Mnssiliott, Flora M. Pe:i-ton, 1'. West, lnwyer, Huntington, W. Va. tnught lhree years. Qmck, John E. kOS80n. Nellie, Mrs. Shott, Phoenix, Arizona. Shore, Ella At., :\1rs. Cuaniughnm, lluntington, "'· \'a Smith, Augie E., Mrs. Mahone, Charleston, W. Vn. Stewart Viola, teacher, Guyaudott�. \V. Va., has taught since graduntio11. 
C.I,ASS 01-' 1b78-EIGIIT 
Cnh·in .I,izzie ll., Ceredo, W. Va. Hnslow. Linn D., Clerk, Richmond1 Va. Jeter, Willie R., !\!rs. Bowling, Covington, Kv. 
, 11 
Johnson, Charles r--\, Supt. Scl1oots, Sherman .. count v, Nebraska, in school work ... inct gmduatio Mairs, Adam T. Physician, Sisters,·ille, \V. Va.1 taught one year. l\lcCutcheou, Wolter S., teacher, Clifty, \V. Va., has taught siuce graduatiou. Simu.s, Com A., Mrs. Kirtley, Scary, w. Va. Worth, Lou M., Mrs. Douglas, Willow Grove, W. Vo., taught lifle�u years. 
Abbott, May I.,, l\frs. Ensign. Ir1111tington, \V. Va., taught six years. Alku Thomas )f., druggist, Portland, Oregon, touirht lhre<e yenr� in West \'irll'inin Donuella, Emma 0., nurse, :--Jew York City, taught several years iu \Ve.5tt \"irg111ia Gallaher, Willie R., Mrs. Oney, taught six yeors. 
C.I,ASS OF 1879-TI-:N 
Gillispie, George l, editor, Handley, W, Va., taught se.-eraJ years. Harper Thorn as S. 
'l'HE S'l'A'l'E NORMAL SCHOOL (,1 
, Charles B.1 general insurance agent, Huntington, \V. 1:a., taught several yCt\rs. 
L Francis Dell ville, W. Vo., taught two yen rs. 
lough, Georgie L .. Mrs Harrold, Huntington, W, Va 
Dis, Jennie, Mrs. Ste-wart, Guyandotte, W. Va.1 taught se,·eral years. 
CLASS OF JP."O-FIF1'EEN 
Adam E. 
ring, Henry H. 
ng Mary. ?tt:rs Davis, Huntington, W. Va., laught three years. 
ring: Virgiuin .E. :Mrs. Hawkins, Huntmgton, W. Va., taught four years. 
Pn
1
end1 clerk, Topeka and Santa Fe R. R. Topeka, Rausas. 
ngham George F., lawyer. Spencer, W. v_a. . . 
• A. Blanche, teacher city schools. lluntrngton. \V. Va., has taught ',tnce grutlmtl101 . 
n•. Lou L, 
rd. Thomas H. D. 
ni11, Maggie J-;. Mrs. Bente, Guyandotte. W. Va., taught se,·eral years. 
, P. Ora, .Mrs. Beuhring, Huntington, \V. Va. . . . 
, William rr., agent r- & 0. R 1y. Handley, \V. Va., taught one yeartn :Vhssoun. 
1rg. Addle M., Hu11t111gt.on1 W. Va. 
Jennie 1\:1,, Mrs. Rolfe, Hunlingtou, W. Va., taught two yen rs. 
en, Jnlia 1:.1 teacher city schools, lluntington1 \V. Vn. 
Cl.ASS OF l�J-::s'O:S7:,: 
CLASS OF I '2-FOUR 
l119, Anna C. Mrs. Johnso111 Huntington. \V. \'a. 
1. George J., lawyer, H11nti11gton, ,v. Vu. 
William S .. physician Putnam Co., W. Va .. 
Ida M .• Mrs, Johusou, ll1111liugtou
1 
\V. Va., taught sc,•ernl yenrs. 
CLASS OF lh83-FOt:R 
ring, Fr�d A. 
le, I.Illian I,., Mrs, Frank 1"rottcr, Buckhannon, \V, Va. 
burg, Victoria, Mrs. Dr. Vickers,• Huntingtou1 W. Ya. 
Id, Com E. lllrs. Johnson, Detroit Michigan. 
er.ASS OF 18-'4-ETG 11'1' 
ly. John H., le-ocher. Dicksou, \Vayne county, w. Ya., has taught since graduation. 
ring, l.tt D., letter car1ier1 Huntington, \\'ei,.t \'n. 1 tn11ght o11e term. 
rt
1
og. Nom B., l\lrs. Hawkins, Lancaster, N Y., taught uiuc years in \Vest \'irgiuia. 
I P, Rnhy K , Guyaudotte, West \'a. 
, IMac R., physician, Huntington, \Vest \'a., 
ey, John W ., merchant oud farmer, I,ooueyville, West \'n., Lrn1ght �even yen rs. 
t..�
n, MrR l\f. L., teacher, \Vhiles Creek, \Vest Va., has taught since grnduation. 'uc-uaon, HIia, Mrs. Johnson, Detroit, Michigau, taught eight years in \Vest \'lrgini:t 
CLASS Or' 18'o-EIGll'I' 
lfattie, ?trrs. _Witliam.sou1 Charleston, \Vest Ya., taught one year. 
A
k, l.,. H .• w1tb Abbott Frame and Portrait llou.se, Huntington, \Vest \'a .. 
Rf!&, �rrs. Peoples, ·Memphis. Tenn. er, �the, teacher city schools, Huntington, \Vest Va., hns taught siucc groduntion P, !?
h
ey K .. bauk clerk, Uuuliugton, West Va. Y, • eodore, ranc.hmR.11, Orange, Cnlifornia. 
agt.
llc'!• �
fnggie, i\)rs. Woodworth, Huutingtou, West \'a., taught SC\'Cn years • '""'·• druggu,t, New York. 
Cl.ASS OF 1886-F!F'fJ-;EN 
l. 0. J.'. L., il.1m_ber dealer, Mt. Savage, Ky. le, F. I.., pnnctpal public schools, Clarksburg, West \'a., graduate Pe al cdy '.'.0111101 College. in 
I 11 . School work since graduation. 
An:!'"u
e• tc�cher, G11ynudotte1 West Va .• hos taught uine years. 
ti 
unttngton, \\Test Ya. 
�
D, 
Pr, fireman, C. &. O. railway, Guyandotte, West Va. 
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I.allRnce, Anna, Mrs. Cupp�tt. lquique, Chili, tau�ht six years in West Virginia. 
*Love Anna, Mrs. Love, J\f1lton. Cabell county, \I est Va. 
Love, 
1
Charlie, traveling salesman, J-h111ti11gto11, \Vest Vu. 
McLaughlin, Hattie, Mrs. Newmnn. Huutiugtou, West \'a , taught two years. Morris, Frco, lawyer, Hamlin, \\"�sl Va., taught two years. 
Remmele, Lulu, ?.frs. Huff, Huntrngtou, \\'est Va. 
Sedeuger, Hnrry, machiui:>t,. G11ya_ndolle, \Vest Va. Wallace, Lulu, teacher, W1lba1Usv1l1e, Va., has Laught smce graduation 
Wellman, Lulu, Mrs. Mossman, Huntington, \\'est Ya. 
CLASS OF 1�8i-SIX 
Miller, Leona, teacher, city_schools, Huntington, \Vest Va., taught eight years. 
Kcece, Frauk S. 
Srnith. I.iouie, Mrs. \\'igal. Huntington, \\'est Va , taught several years. 
*'t"honiton. Amy, Mrs. Harris. 
Thornburg, J. Harvey, civil engineer, Huntington, \Vest Va. 
Wright, Adn, Mrs. roage1 Huntington, \\'est Va. 
CLASS OF 1&;8-TWHl,VF. 
Beardsley, Lola, l\lrs. NorLheott, Huntinfton, \\'est Vo., taught three years 
Boyer, Minnie D., Mrs. Hutchinson, \V. \ a., taught five years. 
Uurks, Ida I, .. .Mrs. \Vilso111 Huntington. \V. Va. 
Goff, J. I,. J., merchant, Glen, Elk W. \'a., laught six years. 
Crogan, Eugene. 
!lay, Addie, teacher, city school, Huntington, West \'a., taught eight years. 
Jlenneu, Samuel, mechanic, Guynnclolle, \Vest \"a. 
lluusaker, Olive M. stenographer, Macon, Ga. 
l\tcDadc, Georgin, steuograj>herancl type-writer, Baltimore, Md. Mitchel11 Demma. Mrs. Nie 1ols, ll11uli11gto11, \V. \·a., lnught several years. 
Vaughan, Kate, Mrs. Harris, Selma, Alabama. 
\\'ilcoxcu, Hallie, stenographer, Huntington,\\'. Va. 
CLASS OF I tt-NlNE 
Adkins, Naucy, teacher, city schools, Huntiuglon, \\'. \'n., has taught siuce graduation 
Burgess, Fannie C., l'rinctpal H.olde�hy School, lluntiagton, \\*. ,·a., has taught i..incc g1,ttluation 
C)'.rus, W. l!., bookkeeper, Central Clly. W. \'a. Knight, lrlllR, Mrs. R. I.,. Archer, lluutington, W. \'a. 
'Martin, Peart, Charleston, \V. Va .. taught two years. 
Myers, l\tnry L., teacher, city schools. Huntington. \\'ei..t \'a., taught fi\'e yen rs. 
Ritz, Harrold A., law,·er, Bluefield.\\'. \'a., taught one yeAr. 
Shelton, Stella l\f., M"i-s. Southworth, Hu11tinglo11, \V. Vn.1 taught two years. 
Shirkey, Leslie, teacher, Sisson ville, \\'est Va., has taught since graduation. 
CLASS OF 1800-SIX 
Burks. Mary C .. lluutingtou, \\'est \'a., tau$'ht one year in )iarshall Colle_gc. 
Freeman, Alice, teacher, etly schools, H11ut111gtou, \ 'est Va., hns taught s1uce graduation 
Tnlley, Corn M., teacher, city schools, liunlingtou. West Va., has taught since iraduatiou 
\Vilson. \\'illis L .. couuty surveyor, Cere<10, Wesl Va., has taught siucc graduatton. 
Wyatt, Hnllie J., Mrs. II ashingLon, Huntington. \\'est Va., taught one year. 
Wyatt, Mattie B .. �1rs. \\'illiams, Berwick, Pa., taught lhree years. 
Cl,ASS OF 1'91-SEn,x 
Enslow, J. )f., farmer. lluntinston, 11' \'n.. . M 111go111 Knight, Ruby R., graduate t:'rnversity of Ohio, \fest Columbia, \Vest \"a., assistant teacher 111 0 
cry preparatory school. 
Rymer, A. r.., lawyer nnd teacher, UufJalo, West Va., has taught since ftraduation. 
Staley, Sybil, teacher, city schools. Jluntiugton, \\'est Vn., has taught since graduation. 
Tauber. Anna, Guyandotte, \\'est Va. 
\Vare, Nellie, Hu11tiugto11, \Vest Va. 
Wore, Sue, teacher, city schools, lluutiugtou, \ 'est \'n., has taught siuce graduatiou, 
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CLASS OF 189-l-E!GllT 
ti.,, �!rs. Wallis, Den J,omoncl, West \'a. tian c., teacher, city schools, Huuliugton, \Vest \"a .. has taught since graduatio:1 1'ft' :Mary, assistant teacher, l\farshnll College, lt1111tingtou, \\est,· .. ,. , A'ze1. a"\Sistaut to County Clerk. 1lu11li11gton, West \'a . 
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. J. E, �ntesmnn, Arnold. Abney & Co., Charleston, \\'est Vn. Prank M ., Iaeger, M.cDowell county, \\'est Vn., taught one year. student \\"e�l Virgin in lhliversity. Maud. lluntiugton, Wei;;t Yn .• has taught �ince g-mdnation in city schools. le: B., l11mtinb'1.on, \\'est Ya., taught two years. 
CJ,ASS 01' 181l3-TEN 
Vadah, tt-1\cher, Huntington, \Vest Va .. tnnsht two ycan,. William T., ,voyne, West Va., has taught s1uce graduation. n M ., clerk. \Vayue, \Vest Va, , Carrie M , Huntington. \Vest V3., hns taught since grarlun1 ion in city i;;;ci1onb. D, Mand S., )I rM. Oucllcy, Hu11tingto11
1 
\Vest Va. Grrtrudc, teacher al Milton, W. Ya .• taught two yenr�. h. Annn L .• flu11tiugto11, \Vest ,·a. Bddie- B i,t�amhont engineer. Proctorsvilte. Ohio W�bstcr N. teacher, Mason county, West Va Marion, teacher city fchools, Huntington, \Vest \"n 
CLASS OF loill-F'l\"E 
Anna. teacher, Cuyanclotl.,, \\"est Ya. '48,urn, ltncher, Centrcl City 1 \\'est \'a. , Mamie, Chnrlcston. West Vn . • l.illinn. teacher. LOKan, \Vest Ya. h. Nettit:, Mrs. Points, Huntington, \\'e�t \'a. 
CLASS OF lK:15-SE\'E'.'I 
Crtt-ff, Huntington, \\'est \'a., tnught two yen rs. Amie, Mrs. Adam,-i, Ccntrnl City, West \'a .. tnught two vcnrs Hmmn, Huntin�on. \\'est Vo., taught two years. ella. lt'-8.cher. city schools, Huutiugton, West \"n n. Clam, teacher, city �hools, 1IunLi11gL011, West Vn. ,�orencf!, Bookkeeper .Mail-Tribuue, Charleston, West \'n ... lsy, Spencer, West \'a. 
CLASS OF lR0U-SE\'F.NTF.EN 
r•�ha, teacher, city schools, Huntington, \\"est Yo . • : 1f, teR('��r, \\·acrne, �? , \Vl�st ,:�-Don,p A, teacher, city schools, Huntington, West \"n• .. teacher . 
.:fl R.-, in the postoffice, ITuntington, West Vn. 
R zahc�h. tencher, city schools, Huntington ll'e•t \"o. lqfentA, teacher, city schools, " ' ., .. 
ilGrace, Charleston, \Vest Va. at,rnret, clerk Huutiugton, \Vesl Vn •1.1:.lla, tencher, dty schools, Huntington. West \"n C: 8 u, teacher, lluntington, West \'a. W W Rra!'u�te student. • 1 ·• pn11c1pal_ Kenova ,;chools one year . ... ..:• teacher R)plcy, West \"a. Ora�t�chehr, city schooh1, lluntington, \Yest \'n , eac er, Central City, We�t Va. 
CLASS 01' l8'J7-NINETEEN 
C:.1i!:1c�er, :,e,:nrt, West \"n., grncluntc slu<lent. ara • 11 w "'·" en1 Huntington, \Ve�t Va. • unttngt.011, \\lest \*a,, tnught three yc:trs 
•
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Cha_pman, l.,aunn, teacher, Hurricnne. West \'a 
Chnstiau. Lnlu, nt home. Huntington, \Vest \'a. 
Cooper, P \V., principal Central City schools, ln.ter, student a.t the t:niver';i ty 
Deit?., llenry, slu<lcnt, Nashville Normal Uni\·ersity. 
1:itzgerald 1 J. J\., student, Georgetown, Kv. 






J,ewis, M. C., teacher Beech Uill, West \'a. 
l, illy. Mary, llunJington, IV. \'n. 
J,indsey, Nellie, Guyandotte, W. \In 
l.,oving, Beulah, lencher, Hinton, \Vest \"a 
McChmg, C. V.
1 teacher, Hurricane, ·· 
Mcclung, Cnry, teacher, RuJ>ert, .. 
Sn.unders, l,11cy, governess nenr L.y11chburg, \'a. 
Shepard, Cora, teacher, city schools\ I lunli11gti11gton, \Vest \'n., .stu<lt:nt, alma nrn tct. Stitzer, Viola, tencher, Clarksh11rg, Vest Va. 
Cl.ASS OP IR1J8-TWEl., \'F. 
Carpenter, Martha, Hunt iugton, \\'est Va. 
Derhyshire, Charles, ·• " •· student nt the Cni\,er�ity 
r:..'1.sley, Frnnces, teacher. Peai-.burg. Ya. 
Gibbs, Bertha, teacher, Point Plensant, \\"est Va. 
Hitt, Ollie, tcncher, O�io \'alley College
1 Ravenswood, \\'est Va. 
�tarn,, r,cola, llt111l111gton, West Va. 
i\1illcr, Coelino, Uarboursville, " •· 
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